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(U5B) and over-wing-blowing (OWB) configurations. The program is based on the inviscid!
wing-jet interaction theory of Lan and Campbell, and the jet entrainment theory of Lan.(
In the interaction theory, the flow perturbations are computed both inside and outside
the jet, separately, and then matched on the jet surface to satisfy the jet-boundary
conditions. The jet Mach number is allowed to be different from the freestream value
(Mach number nonuniformity). These jet -boundary conditions require that the static
pressure be continuous across the jet surface which must always remain as a stream
surface. These conditions, as well as the wing-surface tangency condition, are satis-
fied only in the linearized sense. The detailed formulation of these boundary condi-
Lions is based on the quasi-vortex-lattice method of Lan.
The main assumptions used in developing the theory are as follows: (1) the flow
perturbations, both inside and outside the jet, satisfy the Prandtl-Glauert equation	 i
and all boundary conditions have been linearized; (2) the ,het is either of the
rectangular or circular shape with constant cross section and constant properties in
'	 the unperturbed flow for the purpose of interaction calculations; and (3) no fuselage,




The program is written in Fortran language and runs on CDC 6600 and !Honeywell
66/60.computers. It is available from COSMIC of the University of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia,
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This document describes in detail the necessary information for




	 of upper-surface-blowing (USB) and over--wing-blowing (OMB) configu^




theory described in references I and 2, and the j et entrainment theory
developed in reference 3. In the interaction theory, the flow
a
perturbations are computed b oth inside and outside the ,jet, separately,
and then matched on the ,jet surface to satisfy the het--boundary
conditions. The jet Mach number is alloved:'to be different from the
freestream value (Mach number nonuniformity). These jet--boundary









jet surface which must always remain as a stream surface. These
conditions, as well as the wing-surface tangency condition, are
satisfied only in the linearized sense. The detailed formulation
of these boundary conditions is based on the quasi-vortex-lattice'
method (reference ^+).
`^l	 s
The main assumptions used in developing the theory are as
follows: (1) the flow perturbations, both inside and outside the
jet, satisfy the Prandtl-Glauert equation and all boundary conditions
have-been linearized; (2) the jet is either of the rectangular or
circular shape with constant cross section and constant properties
in the unperturbed flow for the purpose of interaction calculations;
and (3) no fuselage, nacelles, or wing thickness are accounted for.
The program is written in Fortran language and runs on CDC 6600
and Honeywell 66160 computers. It is available from COSMIC of the
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. i^s

COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION




This computer program provides a theoretical method for determining , )J.
the aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary 	 under the influence ; .'
of a single centered jet or a pair of jets _blowing on or above the
G
plane of the firing.	 The program is .applicable to both USB and .OWB
configurations.
	 The most important characteristic of the program is
a
the ability to account for both the jet entrainment and the inviscid
wing-jet interaction processes in calculating the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the wing.
	 The entrainment theory is applicable to y
compressible heated jets and the interaction theory can be applied
to jets with Mach number nonuniformity. 	 The following is a list of
the aerodynamic characteristics the program will calculate:
1.	 Spanwi.se and chordwise pressure distributions, ACp, across
1
the wing for both the.jet-on and wing-alone cases.
2.	 The spanwise distribution of sectional lift, induced-drag
S
and pitching moment coefficients due to circulation for
both the jet-on and wing alone cases.
3.	 The total lift, induced-drag and moment coefficients due
to circulation when both entrainment and interaction are
accounted for.
-^i
^+.	 For OWS configurations, the total -ift, drag and moment
coefficients due to circulation are calculated recognizing
only entrainment effects, thus establishing the relative
importance of entrainment and interaction for a . articularP	 p i'
configuration.
^. "` F'ox ^USB 'configurations, the force and moment coefficients
due.ta co'aixda turning of` the j et.







Wine Jet Geometry Limitations
k As already mentioned, this program can be applied to configu-
I
rations' 'which employ a single jet .centered on or above the rogt
chord of the planform or two jets symmetrically located"on the .left and 5 -
right.wini , respectively.	 The . jet crass-section shape may be round .j
t or rectangular. 	 The jet exit may be located in any position relative
to the wing so song as the bottom, edge of the Exit is on or above
the plane of the 'ring. 	 It is always assumed that the jet is blowing.
parallel to the root chord of the wing.
	
No spanwise jet-velocity
components can be accounted for. 	 The jet may have any Mach number ....:
or temperature, although the freestream velocity must be subsonic.
The program has purposely been constructed so that a..wide variety
of wing planform geometries can be input. The wing may have linear
'rist and any conceivable camber desired. The camber may vary
	
' 9	linearly from root to tip. The effect of wing thickness is un._s
accounted for, and the wing cannot have dihedral or anhedral. The
	
:i	
wing may have as many as five separate flaps (all plain) and each
3
may have its own shape and size as wellas its own deflection angle:
	
^	 (always positive:). The root and tip chords of the wing and flaps








may not have any curvature but can consist of a series. of straight f
3{
)^	 ,;•	 ^
lines.	 These edges may have slope-discontinuities or step shifts.
j
This last statement also applies to the relative position of various
.. Y	 `'J
flap hinge lines to each other.
	
However, too man; points.of slope 4
discontinuities would complicate the geometry input. ip
r
,.s Preparation of Wing. Planform GeameiJxy- j
In order ti prepare the wing planform. geometry, the top-yiew
of the right half of wing must. be plotted in an X Y coordinate system
(see Fig. 1).	 The X axis is located at the root chord and oriented
in the streamwise direction.	 The position. of the wing relative to
the Y-axis is arbitrary, but all pitching moments are calculated
relative to the Y-axis.
	 Even if the wing has camber and flap de- x
flections the wing should be plotted as a flat plate with zero flap
deflection. (see Figure l(a))
The wing should now be divided into a number of individual
panels by drawing in break lines,. -which should be parallel to the
X--axis and extend across the entire- wing. (See, figure l(b)) . 	 These
break lines' should be drawn from such di.scontinuitie .s as a slope
change in the leading or trailing edge or the inboard and outboard
edges of flaps.'	 In addition, lines-should extend from the inboard
^s and outboard edges of the jet exit.	 if the exit is above the
Fc X--Y plane of the wing then the top-view projection of the exit
t; onto the wi=ng plane must be used: 	 The portion of the wing betwee-ai
.y
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referred to as the jet span. In figure 1(b) there.are 3 spans within 	 kt
;,
the influence of the flap, so there will be 3 flap sections (NFP=3)
even though they represent only l flap. The spans are always numbered
from inboard to outboard and the numerical order of the flap and jet 	 L"
spans amongst the spanwise sections is 2, 3, 4 in figure l(b). Of
these 3 spans the jet span is the second from the left so the numerical
order of the jet span is 2,(IfJP = 2). The number IMP should not
be confused with the numerical, order of the flap and jet spans amore st
the other _spans. The wing may be divided spanwise into as many as 8
individual spans. (Variables NFP, NJP,are defined in the input data format)
Once this is done the spans must be subdivided in the chordwise
direction into individual wing sections. In the chordwise direction
j
the wing can be divided into a maximum of three sections. (See Fig.
l(c)). Break lines should be drawn from the root chord to the tip
chord along such dicontinuities as the flap hinges-or the aft edge
of the jet exit. These break lines may exhibit slope changes or a
step jump at the border of each wing span. This would be the
case if a wing has two or more flaps whose hinge lanes do not lie
upon, the same line. If it is possible, it is best to draw the chord-
wise break lines such that they lie along a. constant percentage of
the wing chords. This helps to make the distribution, of wing vortex
elements more uniform. This is the case in figure 1(c), where both
the jet exit and the flap hinge are constant percentage chordwise
sGard Jet Section Edge (I) XXL(I) XXT(I) YL(I) ZL(I)
I I 2 3 0
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starting with the most forward row. The jet spar, of figure l(c) has
been divided into three sections and, although the jet exit lies
on the boundary between section 3 and section 8, all three sections
are considered jet sections. Another jet section must always be added
downstream of the wing with a streamwise length of at least one local
chord length. This section is referred to as the trailing jet section.
The only instance when the jet sections do not extend to the leading
edge is when the jet exit is located on or above the trailing , edge.
In this case only the trailing jet section is considered a jet see-
tion. If the ,jet exit is forward of the leading edge, another jet
section must be added to include the area between the jet exit and the
leading edge. A maximum of 4 jet sections are allowed. If the job
i
to be run is an OWB configuration, then only the X-Y coordinates
of the jet section corner points need be defined. However, if the
job is an USB configuration, then the jet sections must be thought
of as rectangular parallelepipeds whose lower surfaces are on or
above the plane of the wing, and whose thickness is that of the
rectangular jet exit. Coordinates for each of the four edges of these
parallelepipeds must be input as shown in figure 2. There will be
four cards per jet section. The jet sections will be defined starting
with the most forward section and working toward the trailing ,jet
section. Even if the trailing jet is deflected down by a flap de-{
fl.ection, the coordinates for this section must be input as if




the X--Y plane. If the jet exit is on the wing plane, the Z co-
ordinates of the lower surface of each section must always be zero,
even if the wing surface is cambered.
Vortex Element Distribution
4
Small horseshoe vortex elements must be distributed across the
entire wing as evenly as possible. This is done by allotting each wing
section a certain number of vortex elements according to the relative
size of the sections. The bound portion of the vortices are aligned
in a matrix pattern of columns and rows within each wing section.
Each wing section must have at least 2 bound elements in the span-vise
direction and 2 elements in the chordwise direction; i.e. each wing
section must be allocated at least k vortex elements.
The wing sections are also arranged in columns and rows. All
wing sections in the same row must have the same chordWise distribution
of vortex elements. For example, in fig. 1(c) if NW(1) = 2, -then
wing sections 1 thru 5 all have 2 chordwise vortex elements. If the
wing is divided into 3 sections in the chordwise direction, then
setting NW(1) = 2, NW(2) = 3, NW(3) 2 should produce good results.
If a wing has no flap and the jet exit is forward of the leading edge,
then there will be no chordwise divisions of the wing, and NW(1) = 5
should produce good results. In this case NW(2) and NW(3) would
be set equal to 0.
n
All wing sections in the same c ..im n must have the same span^se-
vortex element distribution. If, for example-; iig. 1(c) M1(4) = 5,
then sections 4, 9, and 14 all have 4 spanwise vortex strips, M1(I)
'	 11
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is always equal to the number of vortex strips plus 1. Narrow wing
sections should have only 2 or 3 vortex strips while wide wing sections
should have 4 (MI(I) = 5) to 6 (141(1) = 7) strips.
a
The jet circumference is covered with vortex strips in the
manner indicated in Fig. 3. Vortex strips are arranged either in
4
a rectangular pattern for USB jets or to form a regular polygon for	 a.	 ?
OWB circular jets. In either case, the inboard and outboard edges
of the jet are always normal to the wing plane. Referring to figure 3,
if 8 vortex strips are used to model a non-centered jet, in either
a rectangular or circular shape, 2 of the strips will be positioned
to form the inboard and outboard edges Leaving 3 strips to span the
top of the jet and 3 strips to span the bottom. In this case the
blown wing sections (jet sections) must also have 3 vortex strips
Ni(i) _ 4). Wing and jet vortex strips must always be coordinated
in this manner. The centered jet configurations must also exhibit
the same spanwise coordination of vortex strips. The following
A
The chordwise distribution of vortex elements for the wing
sections and jet sections must also be identical. The trailing jet




deflected. If it is undeflected, 4 elements will suffice. The
k
maximum number of vortex elements that can be used to model the wing
is 100. The total number of vortices representing the wing can be
determined with the following equation:
NC
LPANEL = [NW(1) + -IfW(2) + NW(3)l x[ Y, (MICO - 1) ]
I--1
A maximum of 100 elements can be used to model the jet surface.
^iowever, an equal ntimber of jet vortices is used to represent per-
turbations inside the jet region. Thus, the total number of un-
knowns allowed for both the wing and jet is 300.
The number of vortex elements used to represent the outside









JPMEL = [ E
I=1
NCJ(I)] x INSJ + 11
The total number of unknowns to be solved, including the jet vortices
for the jet flow in the present two-vortex-sheet representation of
the jet interaction, is then





Group 1. Format 13A6	 1 card
Any title identifying the cases to be run.
Group 2. Format 3(6X,I4)	 I card
ICASE Number of cases to be run.
NG 0 if all cases have the same geometry other than
the angle of attack.
1 if new configurations or different freestream-
jet velocity ratios are to be treated.
ISY14 0 for a centered jet
1, otherwise.
Group 3. Format 8F10.5
	
1 card.
AM1 Mach number of the freestream
AM2 Mach number of the jet flaw
V14U Freestream velocity divided by jet velocity.
TEMP Jet total temperature divided by freestream total
temperature.	 Assumed to be the same as ratio of
freestream density and jet density.
ALP Angle of attack in degrees.
XEL X-coordinate of the -wing L.R. at the Jet centerline.
XET X-coordinate of the wing T.E. at the jet centerline.





_.a. = A f i +( l +	 1 1V 	 AJ (P /P)
15
z	 Y
VmU = V^/V j
where	 CT = thrust coefficient
i
S = wing area used to define Cw	 T.
A. = jet cross-sectional area
If the nozzle pressure ratio,pt'j /p,, is given., the following isen-	 Ks:.















Group 4. Format 2(6x, 14) 5FI0.5
NFP	 Number of flap sections, including the jet span,
A maximum of five flap sections may be input.
NJP
	 Numerical order of the jet span among the NFP sections.
q
DF(I)	 Flap deflection angles in degrees for the flap sections.
NFP
Group 5. Format 7F10.5 I card
HALFSW Qne half of the reference wing area.
TWIST	 Difference in angles of attack at the tip and the root
in deg. Negative for washout.
16
.4
TZTISTR Incidence angle of the root chord in degrees.
XJ	 X, Y, and Z-coordinates of the midpoini, of the jet cross-
YJ	 section at the exit.
ZJ
RJ	 Jet radius.
Note: The last four variables are needed only for over-wing-blowing
applications. They may be any non-zero numbers for USB appli-
cations, unless the rectangular jet is not on the wing surface
and the entrainment effect is to be accounted for. For the
latter case, these variables are used to define the equivalent
circular jet.
Group 6. Format 710.5	 1 card
TEANGL Trailing--edge half angle of the airfoil at the jet center-
line in deg. For USB applications, it may be arbitrary.
PTIAL
	 = 0. for clean or full-span flap configuration
= 1. for partial.-span flap deflection.
USB	 = 1. for USB applications
= 0. for OWB applications
CAMLER L.R. camber slope at the root leading edge
CAMLET L.E. camber slope at the tip leading edge.
CAMTER T.L. camber slope at the root trailing edge
CAMTET T. E. camber slope at the tip trailing edge.
=	 Note: For USB applications, TEANGL may be any value. If the camber
ordinates are to be read in, the leading edge and trailing
edge camber slopes may be arbitrary numbers.
17
T=1,NFP	 the spanwise sections.
x^
i	 Note; The following card must be omitted for 014E applications.





Jet deflection angle in degrees at the trailing edge relative
d
to the chord line. At small flap angles, it may be taken as the t.=
.:i
sum of flap angle and the airfoil trailing edge half angle. At
r
^st
large flap angles, experimental values should be used.
0. if the entrainment is not to be accounted for. Usually	 I`
I'
this is the case if the jet is on the wing surface. 	 €
= 1. if the entrainment due to an equivalent round jet i;
is to be accounted for when a rectangular jet is not on i
the wing surface.	 r'
Group F Format 8(6X, 14) 1 card
Nm 	Number of spanwise sections. A natural way of dividing a
planform into sections is to follow lines of discontinuity,
such as edges of partial-»span flap, jet boundaries, wing
edge discontinuities, etc. See Figure 1. NC is limited to 8.
M-( 1 )	 Number of vortex strips in each spanwise section, plus one.
•	 Minimum value for each is 3. Maximum for each MI(I) is 31.
I-1,NC The total number of spanwise strips is limited to 30.
Group 9	 5(6X, I4) 1 card








Croup 10 format 7(6X, 14) 1 card
Nw(1) Number of chordwise vortex elements in each chordwise section.
F
NW(2) The planform is divided into chordwise sections according
41
NW(3) to such lines of discontinuity as jet exit, flap hinge, etc.
If there is only one section, SET 1W(2) NW(3) = 0. For
2 sections, SET NW(3) = 0.






= 0, otherwise. In this case, the camber functions ( dx )
in close-form, expressions are to be inserted manually into
subprograms ZCR(x) and ZCT(X), the roo f, chord and tip
chord camber functions, respectively.
IM
	 Number of camber ordinates to be read in. (Limited to eleven).
3c
Arbitrary if IC.01 = 0.
:dote.: Group 11 must be deleted if ICAtd = 0.
Group 11. Format $F10.5 4 or 8 cards
XT(1,J), J=1,I14 Non-dimensional x coordinates to define root
camber. j
ZC(1,J) , J =1,IM 'Non-dimensional camber ordinates of the
root chord.
XT(2,J), J=1,IM Non-dimensional x coordinates to define tip camber.
	
3
ZC(2,J), J=1,IM Non-dimensional camber ordinates of the tip chord.	
i
's
Group 12. Format 6F1D.5
	 1 card for each wing section. 	
E
XXL(1) x-coordinate of the leading edge of the inboard boundary
chord of a given span-wise section.
XXT(l) x-coordinate of the trailing edge of the inboard boundary




YL(1) y-coordinate of the inboard boundary chord..
(2) x-coordinate of the leading edge of the outboard boundary
chord of the same spanwise section.
.`T(2) x-coordinate of the trailing edge of the outboard boundary chord
YL(2) y-coordinate of the outboard boundary chord.
Group 13.
	
Format 6(6x, 14) , 1 card
id ii
	
Number of jet sections.
[cote. The jet region above or on the wing Rust be
divided into streamwise sections by following the divided
planform pattern. It is important to start the jet
sections always from the wing leading edge even if the jet exit
is downstream of the leading edge. She only exception is when
the jet exit is at the trailing edge. In this case,
JN,F=1 and the jet section starts from the trailing edge.
VNJ is limited to 4. For the configuration of Figure 1,
NNJ=4.
NSJ	 = Number of jet circumferential strips minus one for a non--
centered jet (always use odd numbers).
= Number of jet circumferential strips on the half jet pus
one for a centered. jet (always use even numbers). See figure 3.
NCJ(I), No. of streamwise vortex elements in each section. There
I=1,NNJ
should be NNJ numbers. For those ,jet seetions above the	
A
wing, these numbers should agree with the corresponding
	 t	 A
numbers of wing vortices. See NW(1). NW(2), NW(3) in
Group 10.	 -
20
Note: Group 14 must be deleted for USB applications





•	 XXL(2)	 Coordinates of bounding chords of the jet- section
XXT(2)	 projected on the x-y plane. For definition, see Group 12.
YL(2)
Note. Group 15 is to be deleted for OWB applications.
Group 15. Format 4FlO.5 	 OXMIJ) cards.
XXL W Coordinates of the bounding lines defining the
MI M rectangular jet sections in USB applications.
YL(i) They are the x-coordinates of the leading and
ZL(1) trailing edges, the y-coordinate and the z-
1=1 s- •• coordinate of the bounding line.	 The 4 stream
wise edges of each section are defined in the
order illustrated in figure 2.	 There are 4
cards for each jet section. 	 The jet section be-
hind the trailing edge, (trailing jet section),
should be at least one local chord in length.
I
21
Group 16 Format FIO.5 (ICASE--1) cards
ALP	 angles of attack in degrees. These cards are to be
included only if additional angles of attack for the
same configuration and VMU (NG-0) are to be run.
Note: The read statements for the input data in group 3 thru group 15
can be seen in subroutine "GEOMTY" of the program listing along
with a short definition of the parameters to be read in. The
read statements for groups 1, 2, and 16 along with the corres-
ponding parameter definitions can be seen near the beginning








Before the program is run, the following checklist should be
completed:
(1) The array, GAMMA, defined in the subroutine "SOLUTIV I , should
be dimensioned to have at least (N+I) 2A elements, where N
is the total number of unknowns (= LTOTAL).
(2) For N = 283, the minimum memory needed is 42K (decimal).
For any other A, the required memory can be computed accord-
ingly, based on the change in GAMMA array.
(3) the root and tip camber slope functions should be defined
manually in the subprograms ZCR(X), ZCT(X) respectively,
otherwise the root and tip camber ordinates should be read in. The





First the title of the job and the input data All be printed
in the same format as it was input. If the job is an over wing
blowing configuration the computed jet entrainment will be printed
after the fourth line of input data as follows:
XJET	 Downstream distance of a given cross-section from the
jet exit divided by the jet radius at the exit (ro).
ftJ'ET`	
Lhe radius of the jet cross section divided by the original
Jet radius (ro).
DIA	 Values printed are actually the nondi.mensionalized entrain--
DX
recent function E(x) (see equation 33 of reference 3)
HALF Std	 the reference half-wing area
CF.EF	 the reference mean chord = Swing = 
HALF SW
b	 b/2
LPAREL	 the number of wing vortices
JPANEL	 the number of outer (or inner) jet vortices
LAST	 the number of wing vortices plus the number of outer jet
vorticies. LAST = LPANEL + JPANEL
LTOTAL	 LTOTA.L is the total number of vortices used which is also
the total number of unknowns to be solved.
LTOTAL=LPAINEL + 2 (JPANEL) = LAST + JPANEL
i
If the job is an OWB configuration a note gill be printed at this time
i
indicating the shape of the equivalent jet cross-section used for the
interaction computations along with 3 parameters defined below.
1. x-coordinate  where the equivalent jet properties are
'	 I
2. Equivalent Jet Radius: the radius of the jet at the x location
listed above
3. Vo	 the velocity ratio of the equivalent jet.
V.
Vortex Element Endpoint Coordinates
Y	
_
(X1 ,YID Z1 )	 coordinates for the inboard endpoint of a bound vortex
Control Point Coordinates
s
2 columns of control point coordinates one point for each vortex
element. Number of points listed should equal (LAST).
Sectional Pressure and Force Data
XV	 Percent chord location	 Y
YV	 Percent span location	 }
CP	 the total ACp at the given (X9', YV) point due to both wing
and jet induced circulation
CPW	 The AC that would occur at that same point for the wing
P
alone case
Y/SP	 the y-coordinate of the chord in question divided by the
half-span
CL	 The sectional lift coefficient due to circulation (jet on),
nondimensionalized with q^c.
CM	 The sectional pitching moment coefficient about the Y-axis,
nondimensionalized with q^e2.




The sectional induced drag coefficient, nondimensionalized
with qmc.
CLW	 The sectional lift coefficient for the wing alone case
CMW	 The sectional pitching moment about the Y--axis for the wing
alone case










Total Force and Moment Data
The Lift Co-
	 - The total circulation lift coefficient due to the
efficient
wing, wing--jet interaction and entrainment (if any).
Total Induced	 Total induced drag coeff. for the jet on case
Drag Coefficient
C'
DI 	 1C 2 ar neAR
L
Total Pitching = Pitching moment coefficient due to all circulation forces,
Moment Coefficient
about the Y-axis. Nondimensionalized with CREF.
Note. In the case of OWB jobs, these coefficients reflect
the total jet--on forces and moments, but for USB jobs
the coanda force and moment coefficients must be added
to these; see below.
USB Jobs
Coanda Lift - The lift coefficient due to the lift component of the jet
Coefficient
reaction force
Coanda Drag - Drag coefficient due to the drag component of the jet
Coefficient
reaction.
The Coanda -- Pitching moment coefficient due to the pitching moment caused
Moment Coeff.
by the jet reaction force (about Y-axis).
O.W.B. Jobs
In the case of O.W.B. jobs the next three coefficients listed have the
same definition as the first three except that the effects of wing--jet






The last four coefficients printed are due  to aerodynamic forcesad moments 	 \]


















EXAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT
The following is an example of a simple over-wing blowing configuration
s including a listing of the input data cards and the corresponding output. (See
i;
figure 4)	 Following this is an example of an upper surf-ace blowing job; see
figure 5.	 Figure 6 is a plot of the wing and jet vortices for this USS job, v
which was mace with the listing of the vortex endpoint coordinates in the
output. Finally figure 7 is an illustration of one way of breaking down a
more complicated wing into individual wing and jet sections.
Listing of Input Data Cards for the O;-TB Example Job
card
t ae FALK' S WING 1 WITH VMU=0.250***
2 1 1	 0
3 0.	 0. 0.250	 1.	 6. 0.	 0.
- 4 1 1	 0.0
5 1.	 0. 0.	 -1.39536	 0. .17442	 0.11628
6 5.25	 0. o.	 0.	 0. 0.	 0. =
7 2 3	 9
8 1
9 5 0	 0	 0 0
10 0.	 1. 0.	 0.	 1. O.il628
11 0.	 1. 0.11628	 0. y
12 3 6	 4	 5 4
_	 a
13 -1.39536	 o. 0.	 -1.39536	 0. 0.11628
. 14 0.	 1. 0.	 0.	 1. o.11628






































FiEre 4 Wire and Jet Sections For The UNB ^i'.aMle
°r
30	 ;
♦ 	 k	 •	 d
###;i#i,riF#########4t##############d1;4##;F*4*
#0* FALK"S WING I VI V- VVU-6 .FE0***
##^^## # ### ## # #;:#^ # # ; ►
 # ;^# ### OUTPUT FOR THE OyVB TEST CASE
1	 1	 0
xXXxXA,XxxxxXXXxxXxxxxxxX
CLSF nU uFrEP = 1
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxx xx
INFLT DATA
0,00000 0100000 .?2000 1.00001	 elarpnO	 0100000	 11600000
1 1 n.rt0mr
1900000 0000000 010,1000 -1 1 ?9 m ?E	 L.nrsnf?C	 .17442	 11162.1,
5 .25000 0000000 0100000 0106n(1C	 01r,nfton	 O.or00('	 Q.00000





























49.25930 5.?4f 16 .02(-64 31
5£',75930 5,41653 102562
4
.:.i.^}d^91^f6':^ ^c,.1.t1i....^..,...a..:....,..._.....:,,^sy Jr„^....,. ^.._.. .,,..__...._.v..^...^-.. w,... ... 	..^.,_^,...,....,..e...^.. .. ,........ ..	 .e.,..,.......:t.,._..,^;sa.....^ax,....,s,_ ._...........^f.^r.^....,.,..e.y ......, _....,.^
r
i	 5[.25930 5092523 .022466
5? '.75930 5,61233 .02376
'^	 cF 3 5
1
5 0 0 r. [^
0400000 1100000 0100000 oluoenn 1.onar 10 .11h2^
0400000 1000000 .11628 0.onoor 1.00000 1.00000
3 6 4 5 4
-1.39536 0000000 0.00000 -1.3653E 0.Ooon6 .1162.2
0.0000 0 1.On o 0 n 0.00000- 6.000nn 1100000 0116.22
1.0o n OC 2.00 noo 0.o0abo 1.0 0000 ?.nnnoo .1162P
FALF Sw= .10000E+01 CRFF=	 .lilri00E+01
LPAnEL= Ea	 JPANFL= 65	 LAST=11 r-
	 LTCTAL =IF0
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxx>:xAXXXXYXXXXXXXRXXXXXXXXXxxx
A RFCTANGLLAR JET k1Th LATI_ u AL EXTENT EGU AL
TC' TFF E FOUTVALFNT SET CIA METFP IS LSEC FCr
INTEPACTICK CCOPUTAT IVN
NOTE. CF- ECl, N S F- F;TF• FF TF- F la Ihr I 	 I 	 P5 F r IN T P JFT
XXXXXXXXXXXXXxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
TI-E EQUIVALENT JET PROPEPTIES ARE FVALLATFC AT	 -100000
THE EQUIVALENT JET ROAMS IS
	 622216P
TWE VELOCITY RATIO OF TI-E FGUIVALEPT JETvV01VJ,I5 	 .41535
VORTEX ELE MENT ENDPOINT CCOPCINATF5=
x1 X2 Y1 Y 71 7F
9 02447 .02447 0.00000 .11nRA o.0n0on 0100000	 .,
.20611 020611 0100000 .110 E-4 o. on000 R.Can(l(,	 =^
.50000 .50000 0100000 .11064 0.00000 C000000
,79385 .79399 0000000 .11064 a.0 0noo 01 00000
,97553 .97553 0100000 .11024 0100000 0000000
.02447 .02447 .11084 .22162 0.00000 0900000
.20611 .20611 ,11064 .22216F 01000n0 0.00000
.50000 .00000 .11OF4 .22162 00000['0 06000on
,79389 .79389 .11084 .2216E 0100000 0100000	 i
.97553 .97553 .11084 .2216F 0. oil o nn 0400000	 t
,02447 .02447 .2216P .272P1 () . 00()00 0100000
020611 .20611 .22168 .273PI 0600()no 0800000
.50000 150000 .2216E .273?1 0.onnoo r.nnaoa	 z
,793P9 .793P9 .222162 •?73841 01000n0 0100000	 i
32	 ,97553 .97553 ,221(-6 .?73 PI 0.0 n0 0. 00a0n
,02447 .02447 .273FI .36069 O.n(^000 a.0060C.
tj-
 .. _..._.._...	 _.	 ._ ..	 ._	 ..
S.20611 .20611 .273A1 .3ran69 0.0nn00 C.00000
.50000 .50000 .c73P1 .36nFs 0.0r+.r0 r, 0.0000P
.7931?9 .793PS .273P1 .3ECF•4 0100000 01000100
.97553 .97553 .273H 1 3Fn9:S (111000n0 01P0a0rl
.02447 .02447 13E 065 547774 0	 Qo00(1 9,.(10000
120611 .2061.1 .36069 .47774 0.0nnOU r,410000
150000 .50000 136069 .47774 (1.011001) C.00000
.79389 .75389 .3(-069 .47774 O. of) no0 (".000011
.97553 .97553 .36069 ,47774 n„ of) nOn 9:.00060
.02447 .02447 .47774 .61084 cloo n(10 C.00000
.20611 .20(311 ,47774 .F10P4 C..[1 0 nn0 L.00000
050000 050000 .47774 o(-IOP4 i1.0nnnn 1.00000
}	 .7cA3P9 .793B9 .47774 .61064 01Oaann 0.00000
.97553 .97553 .47774 .EI(IP4 0200000 61{)0000
.02447 .02447 .61OP4 .74354 O.nof+no C.00000
.20611 920611 .610,4 .74.754 O,onnn0 0.00000
.5000C .60000 0610144 .743q4 O.Onopa 0.00000
.79359 .793P5 .61084 .74394 0.00000 G060000
.97553 .97553 .61084 .74394 C,00n00 0100000
1 0?447 .02447 .74394 .66099 0.00000 C16nO01
.20611 120111 .74394 .P9=054 0.000r'r 00000001	
.56000 050000 .74394 .P6(lgq 0.000nO (1.10000
.79389 ,79389 .74394 .Pg0S4 0,00000 n.00000
e97553 .97553 3 74394 a£'E099 0000000 0900000
'f	
.02447 .02447 .C-60r9 p947PE 0100060 6.00000
.20611 .26611 .P6099 .947PF 01006n0 0.00000
.50060 .56000 .26099 ,947P6 n.00001: 0.00000Z;	
.79309 .79389 .86099 .947PF 000onno 0.40000
x97553 .97553 1&6099 .9478 3 0.nrn00 0,0000ft
102447 902447 .9472E n 994n5 01000no 0000000
.20611 .20611 .94786 .544n9 0.00non n.0000O
450000 050000 .94766 .494x9 0100000 0.00000
.79389 .79385 .94766 .95404 0, 00 r. 0 10 01000110
.97553 .97553 .547£6 .99409 000nono 0600000
-1.34225 -1.34225 0000000 .11rP4 .3491] .±4f4,?1
-996467 -.96467 0 0 00000 .11OP4 .34P7I .34821
-.43nF9 -.43069 0100000 .11OP4 .34821 .34821
-.95311 -,05311 n.06000 0110A4 .34P21 ,34821
-1.34225
'
-1,342225 s11084 120168 .34821 .34821
E	 -.9k467 -,96467 a II OP4 .el-21FP .34P?1 .34F21
-.43065 -043069 .IIQP4 .2216rl ,348?1 .342cI
-005311 -- 1Oc311 .11064 .2zI(-E .341421 .34621
-1.34225 -1.342?5 .Fc1FA .?2168 ,34A?I 0800000
« .9954157 -,96467 .22168 .2216P .34P21 0100000
-.43n69 -.43065 .22168 .221EP .341421 Ci.00000
I	 - 406?11 -,65311 .2216P .22368 .34P23 C.(1Qn00
-1.34225 -1.342?& O.o00r1n .I1nP4 0.,0onn1; b.000(1n
-.96467 -.96467 O.00006 .11OP4 n.0(1000 0.0n000
t	





























































xCP YCP 7CF xCP YCN ZLF
.09545 .05542 0.000on . -j4F4S .095 4? 0.0(iDOr
.65491 .0554E 0.00000 e5r4=1 .n=544 o'nopoo
1.00n00 .05542 0100000 .r5c4c .lbfi?F 0100000
.3454S 116626 olo nn00 .65451 116E2F 0100000
.90451 .16626 C.00Oro 1.110000 .lt6?E 0100000
,09945 .?4514 0.o0C+?O .34545 .?4514 r%loo0nr
.65441 .24514 0.00000 .SO4F1 .24514 C.oco(lG
1.00000 .24514 0100060 .05c4C .31?72 0.0noo0
.3454S 131?72 O.rn000 .6!:4=1 .31P72- L.n0400
.90451 .31272 01nenn0 16000 nr .31F72 O.00non
„09545 .41626 0.00000 .34545 .4162E 0100000
.65451 .41626 0ennnpo .90451 . 4 1676 C100000
1000000 .41E26 0.00000 .05245 15437:F. 0100000
.34545 .5432E O.00n00 .654=1 .543?6 0000000
.90451 .5432E 0100000 ].00n00 or-43P(- O.occoo
.09549 •57842 0000000 0--4 =4c .F7e4? f.0ocoo
.65451 .67!42 0.00000 .S6451 .67P42 G.00 0 0 f
1.00nnC 667842 0.00000 .09=4S .trr-42 (4000000
.24549 .PO542 O.nonn0 .(54F1 .An=47 C100 (lon
.90451 .60542 0100000 1.000or OPOE4? 0100000
,09549 19089E 0100000 .?4549 .9OF9= 0.00000
.65451 150895 0100000 ,90451 190P55 0100000
1000000 .50895 0100000 •04F49 •P76E3 0100000
,34545 .97653 0100000 1fEAF1 .97653 C.00000
.90451 1576E-3 0.000no l.nn00C .97602 0100000
-1619101 .n5542 ,34221 -.E4'iFF ,OF=4? .34Pr1
-.20435 .05542 .24821 o.r.cnnr .05547 634821
-1.19101 .16626 .34221 .-6697^F • 1t-(-2 r- .34P21
- .20435 .16626 n 24P21 0,0(000 .16525 . 34 t'21
• 1119101 1221£+8 n 17410 -.C476P .221" .17410
-.20435 122168 •17410 rs.non OC . 2216F .17,410
-1.19101 .05542 C.C('C00 -.FG7FF .f.^-4i r1110cnr
-.?_0435 n n5E-42 0.00000 0.n000p .05942 0.00000
-1.19101 .16626 0100000 -.(576F .16(.26 n.00000
-.2043E .16626 0.00poo U.nonOC .16626 0100000
.09546 .05542 13462 1 124545 .05542 .34EE1
.65451 .00-54P .24521 •50451 .05542 e34t'21
1000000 .n c; 542 .34P21 .0554(.; 116.5? c- 13 4L-21
.34945 .16626 .34221 •65451 /1662(' •3482 1
.90451 1116626 044621 l.Orror .1hr-2F .34P21
.09549 .22166 .17410 .?4545 .2r1EF .17410
.65451 .2216? .17410 F?lep .?7410
1600000 .2?161J .17410 .09545 .0=ri4F n.0000n
.34545 005542 0.000r0 .554E-1 .()4542 (1100000
.50451 .05542 0.00000 11000r0 .05542 C.00000
.09545 116626 0100000 .2+4249 .IF6F(- 0100000	 35
.65451 616626 0,000rC .50451 .15(26 0100000
rb
r




E OIL 47 ---°ELa54°92E47ii"119026L2
9SITs°195T179919dEh5604720092
RROZO°h2 LE 0°9.!91 v0EGGL50sd
VROL0909EIT'4g?9147°6RE5L°42
96R(;t°165?2-)e -30000G•E0
5E9LEOT1?T s•3d 9T h'1130zz2







































32 •20611 .E 7842 .39300 •30144
E-
33 •E0000 r67P4? r1r42n .119A8
34 .793P9 •67542 .07774 „05315
35 .97553 rF71A4? 002390 .01FR5
36 .02447 .N 01 i4? I	 Zn8Et0 1.03762
37 .20611 .8054? .29?28 .23554
38 •F0000 .eQ942 .12232 109081
39 .79389 .E^054? ICES ?A .04071
40 ,57553 ,N054? .011:26 .01245
41 .02447 .40F95 .St1654 .79?96
4? .20611 1aOY95 .1&506 .15404
43 .FOOOn .90645 .07S39 .05941
44 .793$9 190895 .03>;66 002728
45 057553 .ci0N9Q ,01 ?93 .0Db93
46 . 02447 .4765'4 .44804 .44017
47 .?0611 .576,53 n 02484 .07249
48 .50000 o97FK3 .C3d63 00289$
49 .79389 .97653 +01523 001363
FO .97553 .57b53 .0,0742 100515
Y/SP CL CM CT CPI CLw CF-w CCk
,05542 .91630 -,2217AI .01F45 .08077 .32617 -.07136 001230
.	 .1662E .54377 -.14334 .00185 .05526 .3229( -,07043 .01225
.24514 .4ekOO -1109A1 .08780 - 103700 .31E'39 «-106912 001218
.31272 ,45449 - •10266 •04390 .00363 .31221 - .06735 001205
.51626 241430 -.093?3 003375 .00961 .29997 - .06388 •01180
.	 .543 226 .36677 -.OE'll9 .02722 101118 .27886 ••005804 901134
.	 .67842 .31155 -.066 86 .02135 .01124 .24632 -.04943 x01053
.80542 .24693 -.0`062 101555 An1027 .20082 - .n3825 000924
' 90895 .17216 -002337 ,00976 .00828 .14262 -.0255+0 .00726
.97653 .08870 --.nl64n .0041x1 .00435 .07423 -.01256 ,CC3Al
Fl-E	 LIFT	 COEFFICIENT =	 939681
;CTAL	 INCLCED	 DRAG COFFFIC IENT = .r) FF4
.	 A E	 INDUCEn DRAG PAPAPETER .117722
F:7AL PITCHING	 MOMENT LCEFFICIENT =	 -*P9077
TFE GIFT COEFFICIENT PITt-	 JET
	
ENTRAINt. FNT	 ALONE	 _ .2b5&0
TFE	 iNnLCE:D	 nPAG	 CCEFFICIENrT WITF JFT ENTRAINVEhT ALONE _ .00866
TI-E	 PITCHIN• C	 MOMENT CCEFFICME T WITt-	 .. P T	 ENT R AINNFNT	 PUNF =	 -.055ei
-
1-F
	 LIFT	 COEFFICIENT FCR ThF	 wINC ALCt,F-	 6t523F
*l-E	 INDUCED
	
L'RA[= 	COEFFICIENT FOR THE	 Y It F	 ALRNF= .01030 37:




asW^Jw.. ,. :Z Jill. xy Wig\x.,....._,..... _ut _ .... ...,a.. ... v. w. 	 _ ......•	 _	 .,	 _.._ <	 ....	 ...	 ..	 . _ ..	 .....	 . _.,... ...	 ,,,.	 ......F _ ....ems .._..^	 ....	 ,<.1w..J...., /...	 .^ i	 t	 ..^.....e. 	 _a y,. c	 ...... -_,,r wvis..:rau3 ^^`.'yy,J 	 '^
ThF N ITCrING MOMENT LO FFICIFNT FOR 7F h F VJl C ALCNE=	 -.09P59






















10.33,42,	 10,336 CP CECOKCS CCvPIL ATj u TTMF
10.33.42.LCSET,PFEGF.T=ACIPF,N,AF-SF.
10933.42.LGO,
10.33.48,	 1~Ch-FATAL L( :o ['EI4 F+-rCC c - <F17 P'Ar
10.33.5 0 .	 NInh—FATAL [ CAGER FNPrr G - '-Fh F AH
10.40.24,	 STOP






In ut Data for the USB Test Case
Y
Card
1 USB TEST CASE, SEE TN D-7526
2 1 1 1
3 0. 0. 0.1288 1. 6. --1.968	 3.2927
4 3 2 6o.o 6o.o 6o.o
5 89.7435 -3.0 1.5 -0.9158 4.8 0.0	 0.5
6 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.11638 0.23277 -0.02532	 -0.05o64
7 2.0 62.0 0.0
8 5 3 3 4 4	 4
0 2 3 4
10 2 3 2 0 5
li -1..68 --0.8276 0.0 -1.968 -0.8681 2.2
'2
-0.8681 2.2 --1..968 -o.8921-  .892 3.51
13 -1.968 -0.8921 3.51 =1.968 -0.9396 6.09
} . 1. -1.968 -0.9396 6.og -1.968 -1.0429 11.70
_5 -1.968 -1.o4 29 11.70 -1.968 -1.168 18.50
16 -0.8276 2.3085 0.0 -.o . 8 .681. 2.1567 2.2
17 -0.8681 2.1567 2.2 -0.8921 2.0665 3.51
18 -0.8921 2.0665 3.51 -0.9396 1.8885 6.09
19 -0.9396 1.6885 6.og --1.0+29 1.5012 11.70
20 -1.o429 1.5012 11.7 -1.168 1.032 18.50
41 2.3085 3.734 0.0 2.1567 3.5316 2.2
22 2.1567 3.5316 2.2 2.0665 3.4114 3.51
23 2.0665 3.4114 3.51 1.8885 3.174 0.09
24 1.8885 3.17+ 6.09 1.5012 2..6576 11.7
25 1.5012 2.6576 11.7 1.032 2.032 18.5
26 4 7 2 3 2	 5
27 --1-.968 -.8921 3.51 0.0
28 -1.968 --.8921 3.51 0.645.8
29 -1.968 -.9396 6.og o.6458
30 -1.968 -.9396 6.og 0.0
31 --.8921 2.0665 3.51 0.0
32 -.8921 2.0665 3.51 0.6458
33 -.9396 1.8885 6.09 o.6458
34 --.9 0)96 1.8885 6.og o .0
35 2.0665 3.4114 3.51 0.0
36 2.o665 3.4114 3.51 0.6+58
37 1.8865 3.171+ 6.og o.6458
38 1.8885 3.17+ 6.09 0.0
39 3.4114 8.4114 3.51 0.0
ho. 3.411+ 8.4114. 3.51 o.61+58
41 3.174 8.174 6.og o.6458






In addition to the input data listed in the previous page, the root
and tip camber slope funtions must be inserted manually in subprograms ZCR
and ZCT respectively. An alternative to this is to input the camber or-
dinates with the input data,(:s .ee group ll,input data.format).
Also, "GAMMA" must be dimensioned in subroutine "SOL TN''. See the	 r
prerun.check list for determining the size of GAMMA. P
i
Root Camber Funtion











6.og	 +^- 11,70	 18.50
(-1.968,6.og)	 I(-1.968,1i..70)

































































Fi-,)-,ure 6 Wing and Jet Vortex Distribution
43
,^^•.^^-^,-„^.F^^,.'-ti^ . -^s,-,^^.^^_ ^^.^ ...,-, r^^-•---x-.,,
	
,.^--,-.°gin.=^--.-^,,-
# if it # it if i} it i'r •Y+ ii a7 # it iF it iE ?t # it ii it i} ;t ie # ?t -Uit it if # it it it :: ?t il• ii
it**	 115+; TFST C4S , EFF Tr Ctl75rt.




































x x XXXX: y x }^X x X Y%X X X:(Yyt xx %x x
C tiGE 'tE {tl s~¢F a 1
XX^XXXXXXXXkXxx}tXXX1^"Xx?SX:`
	0. 0n n(z	
.12F	 Cftnnr	 F . (i n(l p	 -]. ^ 6e0o	 ?.F527n
	





	 4^evr,}0	 r..pt;00n	 .^[:flu(t




0. 00 0 0




-.^27F 0 	 (^.(^arc(!	 - 1.G^^=1'r,	 -.s^f-^-ln	 ^.rarnr^
	-.0681{1
	 2120000
	 -1 e56 p 0f	 - .£.9r1.0	 _	 10[,0.
	
-. x'9210	 3.510e0	 1.9bPnn	 -. 3460	 e.p5rn0
	
,43960	 6.05000 -1.5i- P 0f	 -1.04;90	 11.70Ot)()
	




6,000nr	 -.HFFIG	 2,156-70	 2.20flop
	









6.05000 - 1.r4240	 1.5012r	 11.70000
	1.50 20	 11.7000+;	 -1,] 1 801	 ].(1170 r 	1F.Fr,nOs
	
2,73400	 0. 0 00{!n	 c.Irc7t	 .! 	 1F-f1	 !1[0(:00
	










	 11.70000	 1.032 00 	 ?H63p I n	 1& .50000
	





	 3.5 1 00°0	 .f4cfir
	
^,539b0	 cog GO 	 ,645An
	
-.999601




2.06f.5G	 _. 1000	 ,1-4EpP
	





3. 4 1140	 10(1P	 0 f`0PnC
	
3.411 4 [! 	3.E1C0[s	 .f4r-Pf
	
3.D 7 40c	 6.f.SrPf,f-4r-F0
	
3.1740(1
	F, W; not)	 n.pftnnr
0 .411 4 0	 ?51000	 000~[10('
f	 f
	
2. 4 11 li n	 (-,411LO
	 ^.^1nnCi	 .h4^F(






F- c-[_F 5, i =	 ,05744E+n2	 CI;F =	 .4Pc,)OE +nl
	
L Pb hFL= c;]	 .jPKFL= E6	 Ln51=1 F7	 l TC`TOSL= $4?
VCr-TEX FLFMFRT FNDFC INT CCVlF T', ,14 4E 5=
X1 A2 Y1 y" 171 ?^
- 1 1 SOrlgG -J.863G6 ri.nnr,nn 1.7 C.nr:r n.nr0	 r, 01x,C011V,
-1.r,11N9 0,00x0(7 l.lnr,((^ rl,n()r1(1n 0.(s11n(7n
ic; 1 .10600 U rlL Cr, 0.0Q000 r.frn0aa
-J.,n11 ¢c -1.r251rr 1.10GOO tr,,ni r r.r+l()rn 0.0(1((00
-1.006 2 2 - 1 . f 0 P6F ^.crlL0 2.F5=rr 0	 n f )nnr, O. nnGGn
-1.fic51 F -1.P:9542 x.20006(1 t.^ =r rr f),f, n n n(I f.4n non
-1.eO J 1044 c.E5b0G ? (1.0000(
--i.02GCi --IIr,496e ?.FE5(t0 -.,.10(1 0,0()()(10 04r)r000
-1.61044 -1. p i?5 c 9.E 100E 4.3Cf- IL rl.n000G 01 no0n r
-1.04^E F
-1.06,21E 3.`loon 4.2(,'634 U.900ro O.PQO()r,
-1.6'1259 -IIVI 152 rz 4.?0E34 -.25:?E6 010n0QG 0,00000
-1.UG21E : - 1.07769 4.°.nE34 ,P
	
?fE n.ognno f,.00v0a
?c -1.('1735 5.29266 6 . a ('('f ().Anon1' 0100a(I(J.
-1.()77(-5 -1.09021 5."g3h6 t40LO()(1 01(1000(1 0.{'0000
-1.E1739 - 1.82206 6.09000 7.A21F7 0 * 00000 0.00(10o
-1.n9nr1 - 1.1174 2 6.09000 7,822167 n .000n o 0.00000
-I.F220f
-1.82785 7.6rl57 9.;6F42 0100000 0100000
-1,117422 --1.1511E 7.82157 4.9EF43 O.nnnn0 0.00000
-1,.627?`
-1.62252 9.96843 11.7.0rnn 0.00000 n,on(O0
-111 = 11 F -1.1763E q.96a43 11.70rOo 0.000no 0.00000
•-1.83252
- 1183818 11.7000(! 12.7GSPF 0.0000G 0000000
-].1763,
-1,21134 11.7nOPP 12.7 ci POP n.rinon(' C,n000p
-I,63 p iA -1.0451.5 12.79VPH 1fi.4011c 0.00000 0.6n000
-1.21134 -1.252220 13.7GFP f3 1  010(1(10(1 C. 0000(1
-].u451S -1.OF01G ](-,40112' 1".x4119. 0 .nno nn 0.00000
-1.2` 00( -1.66109 1^. 4 G11'r. ]^'.t3i C (1010[ r.'r)^r!,r
-.61752 -.64150 o.00nvo 1.10rn0. 0.000n0 c..no00o
,7404E .69x37 G.p00D 0 1.101 000 0.()00()0 UIGO000
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PROGRAM USBOWS (INPU1g0UTPUT9TAPE5=INPUT9TAPE6=OUTPUTtTAPEliTAPE2) USB 10
C	 AERODYNAMICS OF WING —JET INTERACTION USB 20
C	 RY Co EDWARD LAN OF THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS USB 30
C USB 40
C	 THIS PROGRAM IS APPLICABLE TO BOTH UPPER-SURFACE —SLOWING AND OVER —USB 50
C	 WING SLOWING CONFIGURATIONS. US8 60
C USB 70
C	 NOTE. ROOT AND TIP CAMBER FUNCTIONS MAY BE DEFINED AS FUNCTION USB 80
C	 SUBPROGRAMS ZCR(X)
	
AND ZCT(X)9	 RESPECTIVELYo USB 90
C	 THE ARRAY DIMENSIONS OF THIS PROGRAM RESTRICT THE NUMBER OF WING USB IGO
C	 VORTICES TO BE 100 MAXIMUM AND THE TOTAL WING AND JET VORTICES TO USS 110
C	 200 MAXIMUM. ALSOt CHECK THE ARRAY SIZE OF GAMMA IN SUBROUTINE USB 120
C	 "SOLUTN" BEFORE USING THE PROGRAM, USB 130
OTMENSION TITLE(13) USB 140
COMMON /CODE/ KCO(7E USB 150
COMMON /SCHEME/
	
C(2)9X(14,41)9Y(10*41)%SLOPE(1S)tXL(2915) g XTT(41),USB 160
1XLL(41) USB 170
COMMON
	 /GEOM/ HALFSW;XCP(200)9YGP(200) g ZCP(200)9XL.E(50)9YLE(50)9XTUSB 180
1E(50) g PSI(20)9CH(95) tXV(200)9YV(100)9SN(B9B)vXN(20092):YN(20092)9ZUSB 190
2N(20092)9WIDTH(8)tYCON(25)9SWEEP(S0)gHALFB9SJ(21,8):EX(95x2)9'iX(95USB 200
3,2)9SC(160 g 5)nSI(16095)sLC(3) USB 210
COMMON /AERO/ 	 AMlt-AM2tB19B29CL(30)vCT(30)9CD(30)9GAM(2t100) USB 220
COMMON /CONST/ NCStNCW9M1(B) g NSJ g NCJ(5)9LAST9MJWI(395)9MJWZ (3t5)+JUSB 230
lPANELeMJJ(5)tNW(3)rNNJtNJP USB 240
COMMON /PARAM/ A.LPTtALPCtALPSrCDF9SDF9THgTDF USB 250
COMMON /JET/ PK19XCgXJT(31),A(31) g B(31) USS 260'
COMMON /ADD/ CP(100)MCM(30) 7 BREAK(8)tSWP(8915)vGAL(30)t3SYMtVMUtVUUSB 270
19TEMPtFCRtCAMLERtCAMLETiCAMTER g CAMTETaXJ9YJ9ZJtRJ9ALP9CREFtTWISTR USB 280






DIMENSION ISPEC(6) US8 330
DATA	 ISPEC/6* (--0) / USB 340
TSPEC(41=0 USB 350
CALL SYSTEMC	 (1159ISPEC) USB 3+60
PI=3.14159265 USB 370





	 (6170)	 (TITLE(I),I =1913) USB 400
WRITE	 (6.80) USB 410
,NCON=l USB 420
C USB 430
C	 NUMBER OF CASES TO BE RUNS GEOMETRY CODE ( =1 IF GEOMETRY VARIES. USB 440
C	 IN THIS CASES ALPHA MAY ALSO BE DIFFERENTA =0 FOR THE SAME GEOME- USB 450
C	 TRY BUT DIFFERENT ALPHA II S)	 1 AND SYMMETRY CODE	 ('0 FOR A CENTERED USB 460
C	 JET,	 AND=I OTHERWISE) USB 470
C USB 480
READ
	 (5960)	 ICASE:NG9ISYM USB 490
WRITE
	 (6960)	 ICASE,NG g ISYM USB 500
10 CONTINUE USB 510
WRITE	 (6 1 90) USB 520
WRITE	 (69100)	 NCON USB 530
WRITE	 (6 1 90) USB 540




CALL OVERLAY	 (6HUSB0WB%3.90) USB 570




CALL OVERLAY	 (6H USBOWB9590) USB 600
NCON=NOON+1 USB 610
IF	 (NCON.GT * ICASE)	 GO TO 40 US8 620
IF	 (NG.EQ,1)
	 GO	 TO	 10 USS 630
C USB 640
C ADDITIONAL ANGLES OF ATTACK IN DECS, TO BE COMPUTED, TO BE READ INUSB 650
C BEHIND THE GEOMETRY DATA DEFINED IN SUBROUTINE "GEOMTY" #	 USB 660
C USB 670
READ	 (5950)	 ALP USB 680
ALP =ALP*PI/180. USB 690
ALPS =SIN(ALP) USB 700
AL P C=COS(ALP) USB 710
ALPT=ALP;/ALPC USB 720
DO 30	 I=19NCS USB 730
xLL(I)=ALFA +(TWISTR+TWIST*YLE(I)/HALFB) #PI/180. USB 740
T=XLL(I) USB 750
30 XTT(I)=SIN(T)/COS(T) USB 760
WRITE	 (6990) USB 770




60 TO 20 USB 800








70 FORMAT	 (13A6) US6 860






(lHO925X913HCASE NUMBER =912) USB 890
END USB 900—
FUNCTION ZCR
	 (X) ZCR 10
COMMON /CAME/
	 ICAM:IMtXT(2911),ZC(2s11)tAA M(2F10)9BBM(2910)9CCM(2tZCR 20
110)PDDM(2t10) ZCR 30
IF	 (ICAM,EQ,I)	 60 TO 10 ZCR 40
O ZCR 50
C CAMBER FUNCTION FOR THE ROOT SECTION # # ZCR 60.
C ZCR 70
.4 I















1LOG M — 0.5) ZCR 90
GO TO 20 ZCR 100
ZCR= ZCAM(1cX) ZCR 110
RETURN ZCR 120










GO TO	 10 ZCT 40
ZCT 50
CAMBER FUNCTION FOR THE TIP SECTION ZCT 60
ZCT 70
ZC`r=2.*ZCR (X) ZCT 80
GO TO 20 ZCT 90
7C'=ZCAM(2,X) ZCT 100
RFTUPN ZCT 110




COMMON /CAME/	 ICAM,IM,XT(2811)! ZC(2, it)TAAM(2,10),BBM(2r10),CCM (2FZCM 20
110),DDM(2910) ZCM 30
K=1 ZCM 40
IF	 (X * GEaXT(IoK).AND.X.LT.XT(I,K+1))	 GO	 TO	 20 ZCM 50
K=K+1 ZCM 60
IF	 (K.GE.IM)	 GO TO 30 ZCM 70
90 TO 10 ZCM 80
S it=X—XT(19K) ZCM 90
Z.CAM=3.*AAM(I * K) #5M** 2+2. #BBM(I,K)*SM-^CCM(I4K) ZCm 100
GO TO 50 ZCM 110
IF	 (X.LT.XT(191))	 GO TO	 40 ZCm 120
K=IM-1 ZCM 130
GO TO 20 ZCM 140
K=1 ZCM 150
GO TO 20 ZCM 160
RETURN ZCM 170
END ZCM 180 —
SUBROUTINE VM SEQN	 (NC1,KwAA#A,CA) VSN 10
TO SOLVE THE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS BY PURCELL"S VECTOR METHOD VSN 20





DO 10 J=1,K1 VSN 80
SUMI=SUm l+AA(J)*A(JJ1 VSN 90
JJ=JJ+NCI+1 VSN. 100
SUMI=SL)M1+AA (K) VSN 110
OO 30 I=ITNC1 VSN 120
SUM2=00 VSN 130
JJ=I+1 VSN 140
ADO 20 J=1?KI VSN 150
SUM2=SUM2+AA(J)*A(JJ) VSN 160
20 JJ=JJ+NCI+1 VSN 170
KK=K + I VSN 180
SUM2 =SUM2+AA(KK) VSN 190
30 CA(I)=—•SUM2/SUMI VSN 200
M=1 VSN 214
L=0 VSN 220
KNC=(K-1) #NCI VSN 230
DO 60
	 I=19NC VSN 240
IF	 (I.GT,KNC)
	
GO TO 50 VSN 250
"gy m = (H-1)*NCI+1 VSN! 260
IF	 (IQEO.MM)
	
GO TO 70 VSN 270	 f°
40 KK=KK+1 VSN 280
IL=I+L VSN 290
A(I) =CA(.KK)*BASE+A(IL) VSN 300
GO TO 60 VSN 310
50 II=I—KNC VSN 320
A(I)=CA(II) VSN 330
60 CONTINUE VSN 340
GO TO 80 VSN 350





Dn TO 40 VSN 410
60 CONTINUE VSN 420
RETURN VSN 430
END VSN 440 —
SUBROUTINE INTEG
	 (F7NNvLJ9IZvlJ g 8eIR) INT 10
C TO MAKE REFINED INTEGRATION FOR INDUCED TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES INT 20
COMMON /GEOM/ HALFSW9XCP(2001PYCP(200)9ZCP(200) 9XLE(50)9YL.E(50)sXTINT 30
lE(50)9PSI(20)9CH(95)9XV(200)PYV(100)9SN(898)9XN(20092)9YN(20092)9ZINT 40





TF	 (NN:GT.6)	 JJ=NN*B INT 100
FJ =JJ INT 110
C 1 =TX(IZ91)^EX(IZ91) INT 120
C2=TX(I7o 2)•-'EX(IZ9.2) INT 130
S(IM=4a INT 140
00 10 K=IvJJ INT 150
XX1=EX(IZ91)+CI # SC(K.IR) INT 160



















XZJ=Xl*Z12 —Z1#X12 INT 290
ALB=XYK*XYK+XZJ# XZJ+B*YZI*YZI INT 300
R1=SQRT(X1 #X1+B # Y1 #Y1+B*Z1 #Z1) INT 310
R?_=SQRT(X2*X2+B*Y2*Y2+B #Z2*Z2) INT 320
LJU=(X2*XI2+B*Y2*Y12+8*Z2 #Z12)/R2 — (X1 #X1 2+B #Y1*Y12+B*z1 # Z12)/R1 INT 330
Sl1M=SUM+UU*YZI/ALB*SI (K71R) INT 340




PPOGRAM G£OMTY GEO 10
TO SET UP THE GEOMETRY OF THE VORTEX ELEMENTS AND CONTROL POINTS GEO 20
DIMENSION	 XXL(5)9	 YL(5)9.	 XXT(.5)9	 ZL(5)9	 CPCWL(31)9	 CPSWL(31) GEO 30
cnmmoOj /CODE/ KCODE GEO 40
COMMON /SCHEME/
	
C( 2 )9X(10941)9Y(10x41)9SLOPE(15)9XL(2915)9XTT(41)eGEO 50
1XLL(41) GEO 60
COMMON /GEOM/ HALFSW9XCP(200)9YCP(200)9ZCP(200)9XLE(50)9YLE(50)9XTGEO 70
1£(50)9PSI(20)9CH(95)9XV(200)eYV(100)9SN(BYS)9XN(20092)9YN(20092)9ZGE0 80




AM1 9 AM29B19B29CL(30)9CT(30)9CD(30)9GAM(29100) GEO 110
COMMON /CONST/ NCS9NCW9M1(B)9NSJ9NCJ(5)9LAST9MJW1(395)9MJW2(395)9JGEO 1'0
1PANEL9MJJ(5)9NW(3)9NNJ9NJP GEO 130
COMMON /PARAM/ ALPT9ALPCiALPS9CDF9SDF9TH9TDF GEO 140
COMMON /ADD/	 CP(100)9CM(30)9BREAK( 8)9 SWP(8415)9GAL(30)91SYM9VMU9VUGEO 150
1sTEMPgFCR9CAMLER9CAMLET4CAMTER9CAMTET9XJ9YJ9ZJ9RJ4ALP9CREF9TWISTR GEO 160
COMMON /COST/ LTOTAL9LPAN19NJW(5)OLPANEL9IENTN9LPAN29EXIT9PTIAL9TWGEO 170
IIST9DF(5) g NFP GEO 180
COMMON /CAMR/	 ICAM9IM9XT(2911)9ZC(2911)4AAM(2910)4BBM(2910)4CCM(29GEO 190
110) 9DDM(2910) GEO 200
'RT= Oo GEO 210





DO	 10	 I=195 GEO 270
DF(I)-0a GEO 280
GEO 290
MACH NUMBERS OF FREESTREAM AND JET FLOWS FREESTREAM/JET VELOCITY GEO 300
RATIO9JET/FREESTREAM TEMPERATURE RATI09ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREE.9GEO 310
g
C WING L.E.	 AND T.F.	 X — COORDINATES	 AT	 THE	 JET	 AXIS LOCPTION** # GEO 320
C GEO 330
READ	 (5.470)	 AMI,AM2,VMUtTEMPtALP+XFLtXET GEO 340
WRITE	 (6+470)	 AM1,AM2tVMU9TEMP,ALPtXELtXET GEO 350
C GEO 360
C NUMBER OF	 FLAP SECTIONS
	
(INCLUDING THE JET SPAN),
	
THE NUMERICAL GEO 370
C OPDER OF JET SPAN AMONG THE FLAP SPANS AND THE CORRESPONDING FLAP GEO 380










HALF	 WING AREA,	 TWIST	 IN DEG.t	 INCIDENCE	 OF	 ROOT	 CORD	 INGEO 440
C DEG.,	 X — t 	 Y—	 AND Z — COORDINATES	 OF	 JET	 CENTER	 AT	 EXIT,	 AND JET GEO 450
C PADJUS *#* GEO 460
C NOTE.
	 FOR	 USR APPLICATIONSt	 YJtZJ	 AND RJ MAY	 BE ANY	 NON — ZERO VALUEGEO 470
C 911NLESS THE	 RECTANGULAR JFT	 IS NOT	 ON	 THE	 SURFACE	 AND	 THE ENTRAIN—GEO 480












	 IN	 DEG.,	 PARTIAL —SPAN FLAP	 INDICATOR	 (=0.	 FOR GEO 540
C NO OR FULL
—
SPAN FLAP,	 AND =1.
	
OTHERWISE),	 CONFIGURATION	 INDICATOR GEO 550




=0.	 FOP	 OWB),	 L.E.	 CAMBER	 AT	 THE	 HOOT	 AND	 TIP, GEC( 560
C AND
	 T.E.	 CAMPER	 AT	 THE	 ROOT	 AND TIP ° 84 GED 570
C NOTE,
	
FOR	 1158	 APPLICATIONS.	 TEANGL	 MAY	 BE	 ANY	 VALUE	 to GEO 580
C GEO 590
C IF	 CA M BER	 nRDINATFS	 ARE	 TO	 BE	 READ	 IN,	 THE	 L.E.	 AND	 T.E.	 CAMPE R GEO 600
C SLOPES TO RE READ IN EELOW MAY RE ARBITRARY NUMHERS # GEO 610
C GEO 620
P	 AD	 (5 9 470)	 TEANGLtPTIALtUSB,CAMLERtCAMLETtCAMTERtCAMTET GEO 630
W R ITE	 (69470)	 TEANGLtPTIALtUSBtCAMLERtCAMLETtCAMTERtCAMTET GEO 640
IiJSB=USR GEO 650
f)FJ=o. GEO 660
C M U=O. GEO 670
C GEO 680
C THE FOLLOWING DATA APE	 NOT	 NEEDED FOR OWR APPLICATIONS ° GEO 690
IF	 (IUSSoNF.1)	 GO	 TO	 20 GEO 700
C GEO 710
C THRUST COFFFICIFNTv	 JET DEFLECTION !ANGLE	 IN DEG,	 AND ENTRAINMENT GEO 720
C CODE
	
TF	 THE	 RECTANGULAR JET	 IS NOT	 ON	 THE	 WING	 SURFACE	 (=1-	 IF	 THEGEO 730
C ENTRAINMENT	 DUE TO AN FAUIVALENT ROUND JET	 IS TO BE	 INCLUDED.	 =0. GEO 740
C OTHERWISE) GEO 750
C GEO 760
READ
	 (5.470)	 CMUtDFJtTNJ GEO 770
W RITE	 ( 6 9 470)	 CMUtDFJ,TNJ GEO 780
20 CINTINUE GEO 790
DFJ=DFJ A PI/180. GE 800
CDF=DFJ GEO 810
DO 30	 I=1r5 GEO 820











TF	 (XJ.GT.XEL)	 EXIT=1. GEO 920
XEL=(XEL—XJ)/RJ GEO 930















GO	 TO 40 GE01050
IF	 (XEL.LT40..AND.ZJ.GE ,(2.*RJ))	 KCODE=O GE01060
IF	 (ZJ.GE .(3.*RJ))	 KC0DE=0 GE01070
F1=-29.5429 #CU #CU+33.737!*CU--8,9148 GE01080
IF	 (CU.GT.0.6339)	 F1--0.6+0.4*(CU— G.6339)/0o3661 GE01090
TF	 (F1.LT.O..AND.ZJ.GE .(1.9*RJ))	 KCODE= O GF-01100




IF	 (1USB,ED.I)	 KCODE=1 GE01150
IF	 (IUSBgNE.I.AND.KC0DE.EQ.1)	 GO TO 50 GE01160
60 TO 60 GE01170
50 AX=XEL*RJ 13EO1180
DJX=2.*RJ GE01190
IF	 (FI.LT.O.)	 F1=0, GE01200
IF	 (ZJ.LTn(2, #RJ),4N D .ZJ.6Er( 1 . 5 *RJ) )	 F1=F1+(1.—r1)*(2.*RJ-^ZJ)/(09GE01210
15*RJ) GE01220
IF	 (ZJ.LT.(1.5*RJ))	 F1=1. GE01230





C TOTAL NUMBER OF SPANWISE SECTIONS9 AND THE NUMBER OF VORTEX GCOIi	 ) a
l
C STRIPS IN EACH SECTION PLUS 1 ## GE01300
C THE NUMBER OF VORTEX STRIPS IN THE JET REGION SHOULD BE CONSISTENTGE01310
C WITH THAT OF JET VORTEX STRIPS GE01320
C GE01330
00	 70	 I=198 GE01340
.70 M1(I)=0 GE01350
READ	 (59480)	 NC9(M1(I)9I=1 ltNC) GE01360








	 (59480)	 (NJW(I)9I=19NFP) GE01420
WRITE	 (69480)
	
(NJW(I)9I = 1,NF P ) GE01430
C GE01440
C NUMBER OF CHORDWISE VORTEX ELEMENTS IN CHORDWISE SECTIONS9 AND GE014SO
C CAMBER CODE
	
(=1 IF CAMBER ORDINATES ARE TO BE READ -IN, =0 IF GE01460
C CAMBER FUNCTIONS ARE DEFINED BY CLOSED —FORM EXPRESSIONS ' MANUALLY GE01470
C IN SUBPROGRAMS 7CR(X)
	
AND ZCT(X))+	 AND THE NUMBER OF CAMBER ORDI — GE01480
C N ATES TO BE READ IN	 (ARBITRARY IF ICAM =O)	 #*# GE01490










GO TO	 90 GE01560
C GE01570
C IF ICAm=lq	 READ IN THE X — COORDINATES AND THE CAMBER ORDINATES9 GE01580
C FIRST FOR THE ROOT SECTION AND THEN( FOR THE TIP SECTION GE01590
C GE01600
DO	 80	 I=192 GE01610
RFAD	 (59470)	 (XT(19J)9J =1eIM) GE01620
80 MEAD	 (59470)	 (ZC(19J)9J = 19IM) GE01630
CALL SPLINE	 (IM ► XT9ZC9AAMv6BM9CCM9DDMili2) GE01640
90 CONTINUE GE01650
100 CONTINUE GE01660
LL = 1 GE01670
FN=NCW' GE01680
00	 110	 I=19iJCw GE01690
Pi-I GE01700
CPCWL(I)=0.5*(1.—COS((2.*FI-1.)*PI /(2a #FN))) GE01710
SCI (I ` 9L) =2. # SORT (CPCWL (I) * (1.°-CPCWL (I)) ) GE01720
110 CPCWL(I)=CPCWL(I)#100. GE01730
00% 230 .KK=l9NC GE01740C GE01750




(59470)	 (XXL(1)iXXT(1)9YL(1)9I -192) GE017BO
OL22039{ T } _IA= (NN) NV3db




































0202039( ( T-(drN) mrN) `03*XA)
	
di

































(1003* W O NVOO*0]16NASI)	3I
OOOT039061	01	09	(1`03'HSCIZ)	3I
06LI039{261=I^ {I}^,c,b {I}1XX; {I)^XX1	(OL1769)	31ldP,
IF	 (KK. EQ. NJW(LL))
	
MJW2(L9 LL) =LPANEL GE02280
IF	 (KK.NE.NC )	 00 TO 230 GE02290
HALFB=YL(2) GE02300
230 IF	 (KK. EQ. NJW(LL))
	 LL=LL+1 GE02310
IF	 (L.EQ.3)	 GO TO 280 GE02320
I F 	 (L.EQ.1)	 LPANI=LPANEL GE02330
IF	 (L.FQ.2)	 LPAN2=LPANEL GE02340





IF	 (L. EQ. 3. AND. NW(3). EQ. 0)	 GO	 TO	 260 GE02380
GO TO 100 GE02390
240 ()n	 250	 I=293 GE02400
DO 250 J= 1,NFP GE02410
'AJw1 (I, J)=O GE02420
21,0 '^,JW2 (I 9J) =0 GE02430
L P AN2-LPANFL GE02440
4CS=NCS*3 GE02450
,0 TO 280 GE02460
2h0 DO 270	 I=I,NFP GE02470














IF	 (RT.GT.7J.AND.KCODF.EQ.0) 	 ZJT=RT GE02600
IF	 (IUSR.EQ,1)	 GO TO	 290 GE02610
A gi2=AMI/(VMU*SQRT(TEMP)} UF02620
I F







C TOTAL NUMBER OF STREAMWISE JET SECTIONS, NUMBER OF JET CIRCUM— GE02680
C FERENTIAL STRIPS MINUS ONE FOR A NON--CENTERED JET
	 (USE ODD NUMBERSGE02690
C )	 AND PLUS ONE FOR A CENTERED JET
	 (USE EVEN NUMBERS),	 AND NUMBERS GE02700
C OF CHORDWISE JET VORTEX ELEMENTS ON EACH JET SECTION ### GE02710
C GE02720
READ
	 (5:480)	 NNJ-,MSJ9(NCJ(I)iI=19NNJ) GE02730


























tit)	 400	 JJ=1gNNJ GE02910
IF	 (IUSB.EQ.l)	 GO TO 350 GE02920
C GE02930
C THIS DATA I5 NOT NEEDED FOR USS JOBS GE02940
C COORDINATES OF BOUNDING LINES OF JET SECTIONS PROJECTED ON X-Y GE02950





WRITE	 (60470)	 (XXL(I)+XXT(I)9YL(I)v1=1v2) GE02990











IF	 (ISYM.EQ,,O)	 GO	 TO 330 GE03100
YL(1)=YL(1)-RT+RTJ GE03110
330 YL(2) =YL(2) +RT-RTJ GE03120
















7.L (4) =0. GE03260
340 CONTINUE GE03270
Go	 TO 370 GE03280
C GE03290
C COORDINATES OF BREAK POINTS DEFINING RECTANGULAR JET SECTIONS FOR GE03300
C USA CONFIGURATIONS*** GE03310
C GE03320
350 00 360	 1=114 GE03330
HEAD
	 (51470)	 XXL(I)1XXT(I)9YL(I—)1ZL(I) GE03340






N q J=NJ*16 GE03410
IP	 (NJ.GT.6)	 NMJ=NJ*8 GE03420
FNJ=NMJ GE03430




00 390 J=11NJ GE03480
FJ=J GE03490
CRCWL(J)-0.5-!^{1.—COS((2.*FJ-1.)*PI/(2.*FNCJ))) GE03500
390 SN(J1JJ1)=2.*SQP T(CPCWL(J)*(1. —CPCWL(J))) GE03510
IF	 (KCODE.EQ.0)
	
CALL JSHAPE	 (XXLIXXT/YLIYJI ZJT9RT1CPCWL91PANELINJ ► GE03520













C (1) =CMU GE03620
IF .(KCODE,EQ,0) 	 YCON(25) = 1. GE03630







WRITE	 (69530)	 LPANELIJPANELILA5TILTOTA L GE03690




IF	 (KCODE.EQ.0)	 WRITE	 (61670) GE03720
IF	 (KCODE.EQ.1)	 WRITE	 (61680) GE03730








WRITE	 (61660)	 VMU GE03780
410	 CONTINUE GE03790




WRITE	 (69600)	 (ZC(1rl)tI =ltIM) GE03830
WRITE	 (69580) GE03840
WRITE	 (69590)	 (XT(2tI)sI=19IM) GE03850
WRITE	 (69600)
	 (7C(2rI) rI =1rIM) GE03860
CAMLER =ZCR(0.) GE03870
CANTER=ZCR(l.) GE03680












AtRITE	 (6 ,?500)	 (XCP(I)tYCP(I)1ZCP(I)9I=- l vLA5T) GE03980
IF	 (KCOOE.EQ.1)
	
GO TO 440 GE03990

















r,n	 TO 44Cs GE04160
430
	 FN 2=NSJ/2 GE04170
NJH=NSJ/Z GE04180
ANG1=1.-0.5#(1.—COS(Pl/(2.#FN2))). GE04190
ANG3=1 . - 0.5*(1. —COS(3.#PI/(2.*FN2))) GE04200
ANGI=ATAN (;QRT (1.—ANGI*ANG1) /ANG1) GE04210
ANG3=ATAN(SORT(1. —ANG3 #ANG3)/ANG3) GE04220















































(1HO,36HVOPTEX ELFMENT ENDPOINT COORDINATES = ) GE04540
550 FORMAT	 (1H0v26HCONTROL	 POINT COORDINATES=) GE045-50
560 FORMAT	 (IH0942HWARNING.	 THE EQUIVALENT JET MACH NUMBER ISeFZ0.5v41GEO4560
1HIT HAS BEEN SET TO 0.9 IN THE COMPUTATION) GE04570
S70' FORMAT
	
(/45H#*# CAMBER ORDINATES FOR THE ROOT SECTION # #) GE04580
580 FORMAT
	
(/44H*## CAMBER ORDINATES FOR THE TIP SECTION GE04590
590 FORMAT	 (/7X,3H X/Cr11F10.5) GE04600
600 FORMAT	 (/7Xv3HZ/Cv11F10.5) GE04610




630 FORMAT	 (1H0,46.HTHE EQUIVALENT JET PROPERTIES ARE EVALUATED ATvF10.GE04640
15) GE04650 }
64-0 FORMAT	 (IH0928HTHE EQUIVALENT JET RADIUS I59FI0.5) GE04660








(/2OX938HAN EQUIVALENT CIRCULAR JET IS USED FOR/20X923HINTEGE04710
1RACTION COMPUTATION) GE04720
680 FORMAT (/20X,43HA RECTANGULAR JET WITH LATERAL EXTENT EQUAL/20X'42GE04730
1HT0 THE EQUIVALENT JET DIAMETER IS USED FOR/2OXe23HINTERACTION COMGE04740
PPUTATION) GE04750











SUBROUTINE SPLINE	 (NeX9YfA,8 g C,D * LM9NT) SPL 10
DIMENSION	 S(30)v	 H(12)-i	 CA(10) 9 	X(2911)-i	 Y(2411) SPL 20
01MENSION	 A(2 9 10),	 8(2910)9	 C(2910)9	 D(2910) SPL 30
L=LM SAL 40
.00 90	 NN=19NT SPL 50
I=1 SPL 60
NI=N+1 SPL 70










S(K)=— H(K+1)/H(1) SPL 160
'4J=N-1 SPL 170
On 70
	 I=29N SPL 180
IF	 (I.EQ.N)
	
CO	 TO	 30 SPL 190
((NI)=-64*(( Y(L9I+1)-Y(L+I))/(X(L,I+1)—X(LrI))—(Y(LaI)—Y(LgI -1))/(SPL 200
IX (Lo I)—X(L,I-1)}} SPL 210
GO TO 40 SPL 220
H(NI)=0. SPL 230




GO	 TO	 50 SPL 260












VMSEGN	 (NJgIIrHsS,CA) SPL 370
NJ=NJ-1 SPL 38.0
CONTINUE' SPL 390
DO 80	 I=1,N1 SPL 400
A(Lf I)=(S(I+1)—S(I))/(6.*(X(Lvl+1)—X(LgI))) SPL 410
8(L+I)=S(I}!2. SPL.420





















DIMENSION	 XXL(1),	 YL(1)4	 XXT(1)9	 ZL(1),	 CPCWL(1),	 CPSWL(1) RES 30
COMMON
	 /SCHEME/	 C(2),X(10,41),Y(10,41),SLOPE(15),XL(2915),XTT(41) +RES 40
1XLL(41) RES 50
COMMON /GEOM/	 HALFSWtXCP(200),YCP(200),ZCP(200),XLE(50)sYLE(50),XTRES 60.
IE(50) ► PSI(20)gCH(98),XV(200)+YV(100),SN(8,8)tXN(200,2),YN(20012),ZRES 70
2N(200,2),WIDTH(R),YCON(25),SWEEP(50),HALFB,SJ(21,8),EX(95,2),TX(95RE5 80
3,2),SC(160,5),SI(16095),LC(3) RES 90
COMMON. /CONST/ NCS,NCW,M1(R) iNSJ, NCJ(5),LASTsMJWI(-395),MJW2(395),JRES 100
lPANEL9MJJ(5),NW(3),NNJ,NJP RES 110
PI=3.14159265 RES 120
IF	 (NSYM.EQ.0)	 NSJJ=(NSJ+1)/2 RES 130
IF	 (NSYM..NE,O)
	
N	 JJ=NSJ/2 RES 140.
N c;jl=NSJJ-1 RES 150
90	 10 J=1,NJ RES 160
FJ=J RES 170
F,NJ=NJ RES 180
Pg I(J1=0.5# (1. —COS(FJ# PI/FNJ)) RES 190
GO	 170	 IS=1.4 RES 200
IF	 (NSYM.En,.1.ANn.IS.E().1)
	
GO	 TO	 ITT RES 210
IF	 (IS.E().4)	 GO	 Tn	 20 RES 220
K 1=IS RES 230
K2=IS+1 RES 240







	 I=1+2 RES 310
11=1+K1-1 RES 320
IF
	 (IS.EQ.4.AND.I.EQ.2)	 II=4 RES 330
C(I)=XXT(II)—XXL(II) RES 340
00 40 J-1+NJ RES 350
XL(I,J)=XXL(II)+CPCWL(J)*C(I) RES 360
IF	 (ARS(SPAN).LE.0.001)	 GO	 TO	 70 RES 370
DO 50 J=1,NJ RES 380
5LOPE(J)=(XL(23J)—XL(1,J))/SPAN RES 390
DO 60 K=1,NSJJ RES 400
YK=CPSWL (K) # SPAN RES 410
On 60 J=1*NJ RES 420
Y(J,K)=YK+YL(K1) RES 430
X(J,K)=XL(I,J)+SLOPE(J)*(Y(J g K) — YL(Kl)) RES 440
CONTINUE RES 450
N5=NSJ1 RES 460
IF	 (ABS(SPAN).LE.D.001)	 NS=1 RES 470
DO	 160 K=I,N5 RES 480
YC=YCON(K) RES 490









	 (ABS(SPAN).LE.0.001)	 TO	 TO	 80 RES 530
YC1=CPSWL(K) RES 540
YC2=CPSWL(K+l) RES 550




Fx(KK 9 1)=XXL(K1)+XDIF*YC1 RES 600
EX(KK,2) =XXL(K1)+XDI F#YC2 RES 610
TX(KK91)=XXT(K1)+(XXT(K2) — XXT(K1))*YC1 RES 620
TX(KK,2)=XXT(Kll+(XXT(K2) — XXT(Kl))*YC2 RES 630
DO 160 J=14NJ RES 640
N I A'ANEL=(K-1)*NJ+J—I+IPANFL RFS 650
VI P ANI=NPANEL-1 RES 660
DO	 130	 I = 192 RES 670
KT1=K+I — 1 RES 680
IF
	
(ABS(SPA.N).LE.0.001)	 GO	 7Q	 100 RES 690
X1=X(JvKI1) RES 700
Y 1 =Y(JiKIl) RES 710
I F
	(J n NE.I)	 GO	 TO	 110 RES 720
Z7=7L(K1)+(7L(K2)—ZL(KI))*(Yl —YL(K1))/SPAN RES 730
XX =XDIF*(Y1 —YL(K1))/SPAN + XXL(K1) RES 740
qO TO 120 RES 750
TIN= K1 RES 760
IF	 (I.FQ.2)	 IZN=K2 RES 770
X1=XL(I,J) RES 780
Y1 =YL(.K1) RES 790
IF	 (J.NE.1)
	 GO	 TO	 110 RES 800
Z7=ZL(IZN) RES 810
XX =XXL(IZN) RES 820
in TO 120 RES 630
7Z =ZN(NPANI,I) RES 840
XX=XN(NPANI,I) RES 850
X NI(N P A NFL 9I)=X1 RES 860
YN(NPANEL9.I) =Y1 RES 870
ZN(N P ANEL,I)=Zt RES 880
CONTINUE' RES 890
XD =XDIF*YC+XXL( K l) RES 900
xCP(NPANEL)=XD+CM(KK)*PSI(J) RES 910
YCP(NPANEL)=YC#SPAN+YL(K1) RES 920
IF	 (ABS(SPAN).LE.0.0 0 1)	 GO	 TO	 140 RES 930
7C=7N(NPANEL,1)+(ZN(NPANEL+1) —ZN(NPANEL.2))*(YCP(NPANEL) —YN(NPANELRES 940
1,1))/(YN(NPANFL+1) —YN(NPANEL,2)) RES 950
XC=XN(NPANEL,1)+.SLOPE(J) # (YCP(NPANEL) —YN(NPANELr1)) RES 960
GO TO 150 RES 970

















(XXL•YLvXXT7CPCWL+CPSWL g NSW*IPANELwLPANEL,KK+LR95PAN 10
IwP) PAN 20
C TO DEFINE THE LOCATIONS OF VORTEX AND CONTROL POINTS ON THE WING	 PAN 30
OTMENSION	 XXL(1),	 YL(1) , t 	XXT(1)9	 CPCWL(1)9	 CPSWL(1) PAN .40
DTMENSION SWP (Sv 15) PAN 50
COMMON	 /SCHEME/	 C( 2)vX( 10,41),Y(10,41)vSLOPE(15),XL(2,15)vXTT(41)vP A N 60
lXLL(41) PAN 70
COMMON /GEOM/	 HALFSW9XCP(200)iYCP(200),ZCP(200),XLE(50),YLE(50)vXT PAN 80










	 10	 I-192 PAN 160
C(1)=XXT(I)-XXL(I) PAN 170
00	 10 J=19NCw PAN 180
10 XL(I,J)=XXL(I)+CPCWL(J)*C(I)/1009 PAN 190
SWAN=YL(2)--YL(1) PAN 200
00 20 J=19NCW PAN 210
PSI(J)= 09 5*(1.-COS(FLOAT(J) #PI/FLOAT(N CW))) PAN 220
SLOPE(J)=(XL(2,J)-XL(I4J))/SPAN PAN 230
20 SwP(J9LP)=ATAN(13LOPE(J)) PAN 240
00 30 K=19NSW PAN 250
YK=CPSWL(K)#SPAN/100. PAN 260
On 30 J=19NCW PAN 270
Y(J9K)=YK+YL(1) PAN 280
X(J,K)=XL(19J)+SLOPE(J)*(Y(JvK)-YL(1)) PAN 290
30 CONTINUE PAN 300
XLL(1)=XXL(1) PAN 310
XTT (1) =XXT.(1) PAN 320
OO 40
	 I =29NSW PAN 330
XLL(I)=XLL(I-1)+(XXL(2)-XXL(1)) *(Y(191)-Y(1sI -1))/SPAN PAN 340
40 XTT(I)=XTT(I-1)+( XXT(2)-XXT(1)) *(Y(1,I)-Y(19K-1))/SPAN PAN 350
















TK(KKII)=XXT(1)+(XXT(2)-XXT(1)) 4r CPSWL(K)/100. PAN 460
TX(KK92)=XXT(1)+(XXT(?)-XXT(l))*CPSWL(K+I)/100. PAN 470
TANG = (XXL(2)-XXL(1))/SPAN PAN 480
STEEP (KK) =ATAN (TANG) PAN 490
n'7	 60	 J=1*NC4l PAN 500
N.PANEL=(K-1)*NCW+J-1+IPANEL PAN 510
On












LPA NEL=NPANFL PAN 640
aFTURN PAN 650
END PAN 660-
SUBROUTINE ENTRN	 (UtAMJtToXMt.CMU1RT g XELtXETtZtKCODEtXJC) ENT 10




DIMENSION	 PU1(31)9	 PLI2431)9	 FU1(31)9	 FU2(31)9	 FU3(31)t	 RR2(31) ENT 40
CnMMON
	
/JET/	 PK19XCtX(31)tA(31)$B(3l) ENT 50







P K1=0.0185+0.011*U ENT 110
KCODE=O ENT 120
















	 GO TO	 10 ENT 260




10 CONTINUE ENT 290
X(2)=X(i)+DXX/2. ENT 300
OO 20 I=200 ENT 310
20 x(I+1)=X(I)+Dxx ENT 320
D')	 30	 I=1v70 ENT 330
FI=I ENT 340
rSJ(I)=COS((2.*FI-l.) #PI/140.) ENT 3.50
30 9SJ(I) =SIN((2. *FI-1.)*PI/14.0.) ENT 360
n O	 160
	 I=1.31 ENT 37a
IF	 (U.LE.0,01)	 GO	 TO	 BO ENT 380
IF	 (I.EQ.1.AND.ARS(T-1-).LE.0.01)	 GO	 TO	 100 ENT 390
IF	 (IaEQ.1)	 S=( 2, *PK1*SQRT(REJ*(1.-U))*XC/Oa72--0.35) # SQRT((1.-U)/UENT 400
I i- A LOG(UA) ) ENT 410
IF	 (I.FG.2)
	
S=DSX # (X(2)-XC) ENT 420
IF	 (I.GT.2)	 S=SH+DSX # DXX ENT 430
M =1 ENT 440
IF	 (I.EQ.1)	 M=2 IrE,NT 450
40 CONTINUE ENT 460
Si)M=O. ENT 470




50 S(IM=SUM+(I./SQRT(API*AG)-SQRT( 2.*SB/((1.-U)*0.69314718)))*SSJ(J) ENT 520




GO	 TD	 70 ENT 550
XT=X1/(2.*PK1*SQQT((1.-U)*REJ)) ENT 560	 F
P1=(1.-U)#(l.-EXP(- 1./(2. #S))) ENT 570
1; 1=ALOG((1.+2.*11/PI)/(1.+U/P1)l ENT 580	 s
OSX=2.*PKI*SQPT(RFJ # (l.-U)*P1 #Gl/U) ENT 590
(;H=S ENT 600
IF	 (ABS(X(I)-XT).LF.0.01)	 GO	 TO	 60 ENT 610'
UX = X(l)-XT ENT 620
S=S+DX #DSX ENT 630
SH=S ENT 640
GO TO 40 ENT 650
HO ENT 660
70 IF	 (ABS(T-1.).LE.0.01)	 GO	 TO	 100 ENT 676
XH=X1*0.72/(2.*PKI*SQRT((1.-U)*REJ)) ENT 680	
Al
IF	 (A85(X(I)-XH),LE,0.0'1) 	 G0	 T{1	 90 ENT 69C
AK2=(1.-U)#(1.-EXP(-1./(2.#S))) ENT 70C
AG.2=ALOG((1,+2.*U/AK2)/(1,+U/AK2)) ENT 71C	 13





S = S+DX*DSX1 ENT 740
o-,-M+1 ENT 750
SO TO 4 0 ENT 760
R4) IF	 (I.NF.1)	 SH=2.*PKI*SQRT(REJ)*X(I)-0.35 ENT 770
IF	 (I.NF.1)	 P1=(1.-U)*(1.-EXP(-1./(2.*SH))) ENT 780
1)SX=2.*PKI*SQRT(REJ) ENT 790
IF
	 (ABS(T-1.).LE.0.01)	 GO	 TO	 100 ENT 800
S=2, #PK1/0.72*SART(RFJ)*X(l)-0.35 ENT 810
90 IF	 (I.EC).1.AND.LI.GT.0.01) 	 DSX=2.*PK1 #SQRT(REJ*ALOG(UA)/U) # (1.-U) ENT 820
PIP=-2.#P1*P1/(1.-U) ENT 830
Hl)= 1.-EXP(-1./(2.*S)) ENT 840
H()P= -2,*HO**2/0.7? ENT 850
P?=(T-1.+0.2*(1.-11*U)*AHJ*AMJ*T)*HO-0.2 0PI*AHJ*AHJ*T # (P1+2.*U) ENT 860
P2f = (T-1.+0.2* ( 1.-Li.*IJ) *AMJ*AMJ #T) *HOP-0.2 # PIP*AMJ*AMJ # T # (PI +2.*U) -ENT 870
10.2*P1*AMJ*AMJ*T*P1P ENT 880
FIP=-P2P*O.A907#(0.08901-0.04005#P2+0.01792*P2 ## 2- 0.00646*P2 ##3)/(ENT 890
11.+1.05001*P2) ENT 900
F'?P=-P2P#0.79335#(0.0527-0.02886 #P2+0.01478 #P2#*2°0.00589 # P2## 3)/(ENT 910
11,+1.013869 #P2) ENT 920
F3P= -P2P # ( 0.12857--0 . 04653#P2+0. 01820 #P2* # 2- Oa G 0599*P2**3)/(l.+l.D2ENT 930




100 P2=0. ENT 960




IF	 (i.EO.I.AND.U.GT.0.01)	 DSX=P.*PKI*SQRT(REJ*ALOG(UA)/U)*(1.-U) ENT1010
110 PIP=-2.#P1#Pl/(1.-LI) ENT1020






F'tl=U*P1 #F1+PI # P1 #F? ENT1090
1-)"C1=(PIP*FI+P1 #f1 P -U* P 2 P#F3-U #P2*F3P ) /FL1 ENT1100
014C2=(P1*F1-U*P2*F3)#(U*P1P*F1+U*P1#F1P+2.*PIOPIP*F2+PI*P1#F2P)/(FENT1110
10*FU) ENT1120
nmX=2. * (1..-L)) * (DMC1-^DMC2) *DSX/SQRT (REJ) ENT1130
Q J2=0.5(1.-U)/FU ENT1140
PJ1=SQRT(RJ?) ENT1150
W P ITE	 ( 6v290)	 X(I) vRJl ? DMX ENT1160
IF	 (IK.GT.1)	 GO	 TO	 140 ENT1170
IF	 (X(I).GI=.XEL).GO	 TO	 120 ENT1180
60 TO 140 ENT1190
120 IF	 (RJ1.LT.Z)	 GO TO	 140 ENT1200
XMJ=XO+(7_-RO)*(X(I)-XO)/(PJ1-RO) ENT1210
I
IF	 (XELoLT.0)	 GO	 T4	 130 ENT1220
IF	 (XMJ.LT .XET)	 KCQDE=1 ENT1230
IK=IK+l ENT1240










0 132 i 1 ) =P2 ENT1330
F111 { 1) =F1 ENT1340
F1 12 ( I ) =F2 ENT 1350
F03 { I) =F3 ENT1360
9P?(I)=RJ2 ENT1370
IF	 (I.EA.l)	 GO	 TO	 150 ENT1380
^(I)= (DMX-- MAXO)/(X(I+1)—X(I) ) E.NT1390
4 (I)=D M XO— R(I) #X(1) ENT1400





170 IF	 (K.GT.30)	 GO	 TO	 240 ENT1460
IF	 {XM.GE.O..AND.XM.LT .XC)	 GO TO	 180 ENT1470
IF	 (XM.GE.X(K).AND.XM.LT.X(K+1))	 GO	 TO	 190 ENT1480
K=K+l ENT1490
GO	 TO 170 ENT1500
160 F11=RR2(K)*(PU1(K)*{J*FUI(K)+PU1(K)##2*FU2(K))/(]1 #U) ENT1510
F12=PR2(K+1)*(PIJl(K+1)*U*F{11( K + I)+PU1(K+I) ## 2*FU2 { K+ 1})/(U*l)) ENT1520
F21=RR 2(K)*(PU1(K)*FUI(K)^U*PU2(K)*FU3(K)) / U ENT1530	 y
F22=RP2 (K+I) * (PLI1 (I(+1) *FLII (K+1)—U*PU2(K+1) *FU3 (K+1)) /U ENT1540
I P	(AE)5(T-1.).LE.0.001)	 60	 TO	 190 ENT1550










X2 =X W+1) ENT1660
XPI=Fll/(F21+F31)+F31*(Fll/(F21 + F31) — l.)/F 2 1 ENT1670
' X22=F12/(F22+F32)+F32*(F12/(F22+F32)—l.)/F22 ENT1680




IF	 (XM.GE.O..AND.XM.LT .XC)	 GO	 TO	 210 ENT1730












C M LE =1. /CM[1 ENT1860
IF	 (A?IS(T-1.).LF.0,001)	 GO	 TO	 230	 _ ENT1870
RU=X11+(XM-X1)#(X1?-x11)/(X?-X1) ENT1680















SOBROUT14E RECTJ	 (ISYVtNSJiY) REC	 10
C TO DEFINE THE (JNIT NnRMAL VFCTORS TO THE SURFACE OF RECTANGULAR REC	 20
C .JETS REC	 30
«IMENSION	 Y(10941) REC	 40




	 TO	 20 REC	 80
I NSJI=NSJ--1 REC.	 90
MJH=NSJ/2 REC	 100
20 Oil	 50	 I=1,NSJ1 REC	 110
IF	 (I.EQ.I.AND.ISYM. N E .0 )	 Go	 TO	 30 REC 120
I F	 (I.EQ.NJH)
	
Gn	 TO	 40 HEC	 130
Y{3,I1-1.  REC 140
Y(4,I)= {l. REC 150
50 TO 50 REC 160
30 Y(3vl)=D. REC	 170
REC	 180.
rq TO 50 REC	 190
40 Y(39I)=D.	 - REC 200	 i






CIRCJ	 (ISYM,NSJ,Y) CIR 10
C TO DEFINE THE UNIT NORMAL VFCTORS TO THE SURFACE_ OF CIRCULAR JETS CIR 20
OTMENSION	 Y(10,41) CIR 30
O T =3.14159265 CIR 40
IF	 (ISYM.EQ.0)	 GO	 TO	 10 CIR 50
N9JI=NSJ+1 CIR 60
NN =(NSJ—I)/2+1 CIR 70
F n12=NN CIR 80
14JH=NN+i CIR 90
Y(191)=—SIN(PI /(2.*FN2)) CIR 100
Y(291)=—COS(PI/(?.*FN2)) C.IR 110
,n TO ?0 CIR 120
10 Y(191) =10 CIR 130




20 CONTINIJE CIR 180
nf)	 50	 I=1, h1SJ1 CIR 190
K=I CIR 200
KI=I CIR 210
IF	 (I.GT.NJH.AND.ISYM.NE .0)	 K=I--NJH+1 CIR 220
IF	 (I.GT.NJH.AND.ISYM.EQ.0)	 K=I —NJH CIR 230
FI=K CIR 240
IF	 (ISY h4.NE.0)	 ANG2=(FI-1.) # PI/FN2 CIR 250
IF	 (ISYM.EQ.0)	 ANG2=FI #PI/FN2 . CIR 260
YP=0.5*(1:.--COS(ANG2)) CIR 270




IF	 (I.GT.NJH)	 KK-I I- NJH CIR 320
FII=KK CIR 330
IF	 (I,LE.NJH.AND.ISY M .EQ.0)	 FII=KK+1. CIR 340
At,'G1=(.2.*FII-1.)#PI/(2.*Fbf2) CIP 350
YD =0.5'#(1.—COS(ANG1)) CIR 360
IF	 (ANGI.GT.PI)
	
YP=— YP .IP 370
IF	 (ISYM,E0.0)	 AtIGI=PI —ATAN(SORT(1. —YP*YP)/Y P ) CIR 380
IF	 (I.GT.NJH)	 GO TO	 30 CIR 390
10 TO 40 CIR 400










Y(4, K r) =—COS(ANG2) CIR 470




	 (XXL-XXT,YL,YJ97J,RJvCPCWLtIPANEL,NJ,JC9ISYM) JSH 10
C Tn nEFINE THE LOCATIONS OF VORTEX AND CONTROL POINTS ON CIRCULAR JSH 20
C JETS JSH 30




	 /SCHFME/	 C(2)9X(10,41)9Y(10941)sSLOPE(15),XL(2915)9XTT(4 .1)9JSH 50
1XLL(41) JSH 60
COMMON IGEOM/ HALFSWiXCP(200)YYCP(200)4ZCP(200)4XLE(50)9YLE(50)sXTJSH 70
1 F ( 5 0)vP S I(?0)+CH(95),XV(200)+YV(100)9SN(8,8)rXN(200,2),YN(2OOv2),ZJSH 80
2N(?00,2) g Wl nTH(B),YCDh((25)vSWEFP(50)9HALF49SJ(21,$),EX(95v?)+TX(95JSH 90
392) 9SC(16095),SI (160,5) v(.0 (3) JSH 100
Cf1MMnN	 /CONST/	 NrSvNC149M1 (A) tNSJ+NCJ(5) iLAST%MJWI(395) g MJW2(395) eJJSH 110
I^'A M FLa M JJ(5).NW(3)vNNJ4NJP JSH 120
D I=3.14159255 JSH 130
`d 1=N= SJ+1 JSH 140
IF	 (ISYM.EQ.0)	 NI=NSJ-1 JSH 150
- J^?=N1+1 JSH 160
I F	 (ISY M .EO.0)	 N2=NSJ JSH 170
NIP=NI/2+2 JSH 180
IF	 (ISYM .EQ,O)	 N1?=NSJ/2+1 J5H 190
n)	 10	 I=1.2 JSH 200
C(I)=XXT(I)- XX L(I) JSH 210
00	 10	 J= i v f,]J JSH 220
10 XL(IvJ)=XXL(I)+C'RcWL(J)*C(I) JSH 230
On ?0 J=14NJ JSH 240
J=J JSH 250
PNCJ=NJ JSH 260
N3I(J)=045 # (1.--COS:FJ #PI/FNCJ)) JSH 270
?0 SLOPE(J)=(X(.(29J)-XL.(IvJ))/(2.*PJ) JSH 280
nO 30 K=I,N2 JSH 290
YY=Y(2@K) JSH 300
IF	 (ISY N .NE.O.AND.K.EO,l)	 YY =-1. JSH 310
IF	 (I5YM .NF.O.AN0. K .F0c?)	 fY =-1. JSH 320




XTT(K) =YJ+RJ*YY JSH 350
00 30 J= 19NJ JSH 360
10 X(JeK)=XL(19J)+SLOPE(.J)*(XTT(K)—YL(1)) JSH 370
On	 120 K = 1.N1 JSH 380
KK=JC+K JSH 390
L=K JSH 400
I F 	(K.EQ pN12)	 L = 1 JSH 410
EX( KK91)=XXL(1)+CNXL(2)-XXL(1))*(XTT(L)-YL(1))/(2.*RJ) JSH 420
FX(KK:2)=XXL(1)+(XXL(2)-XXL(I))*(XTT(K+I)-YL(1.))/(2.*RJ) JSH 430
TX;KK91)=XXT(1) s (XXT(2) M XXT(1))*(XTT(L)-YL(1))/(2.*RJ) JSH 440
TX(K)(v2)=XXT(I)+(XXT(2)°XXT(1)l # (XTT(K + 1)-YL(1))/(2.*RJ) JSH 450
(H(KK)=r.(1)-(C(1)-C(2))#0.5*(1.+Y(49K) ) JSH 460
l00	 120	 J =14NJ JSH 470
^;PANEL=(K-1)#NJ+J-1TIPANFL JSH 480
nn 90	 I=1,2 JSH 440
KI1=K+I-1 JSH 540
SIGN=10 JSH 510
I F	 (K.EQ.N112.A NlD.T.E0.l)	 KI1=1 JSH 520
. IF	 (ISYN.E Q.0)
	
GC) TO	 40 JSH 530
I F
	(KIl.F0.1.OP. K Tl- FQ*2)	 GO TO 60 JSH 540
n TO 50 JSH 550
40 IF	 (K.E0.Nl?.AND.KTl.E0.1)	 SIGN=-1. JSH 560
S1] C1)NTINUF JSH 570
TF	 (KI1.E0.(N12-1).OR.KII.E() . N12)	 GO	 TO	 70 JSH 5i0
IF	 (KI1.EZ. NJ?)	 Go	 TO	 70 JSH 590
YY-Y(?sKll) JSH 600
77=Y(1.KI1)*SIGN JSH 610
50 TO 8n JSH 620
FU YY=—I. JSH 630
77=—Y(19KIll/Y(24Kll) JSH 640
- 1 1	 TO	 80 JSH 650
70 YY=1. JSH 660
77=Y(1,KIl)/Y(2,KT1) JSH 670




I ) =YJ+PJ*YY JSH 700
'40 /-'! (NPANFL, I) =7J+PJ r'ZZ JSH 710
Y,t=0.5*(1.+Y(44K)) JSH 720
IF	 (ISYM.EQ .01	 YK=P.*YK-1. JSH 730
KCP(t^IPANEL,)=XXL(I)+(XXL(P)—XXL(1))*YK+ P SI(J; # CH(KK) JSH 740
I F	 (ARS(YN(NPANEL,2) —YN(N;PANEL91)).LE. 0 .0 001 )	 G)	 TO	 100 JSH 750
YCP(NPANEL)=YL(I)+YK*(YL(2)—YL(l)) JSH 76.0
7FP(NPANEL)=7N(n) PA NEL91)+• (7 N1(NP A NEL, 2 )-Z N(NPANEi_,l)) # (YCP(N P ANEL) — JSH 770
1 Y ',i ( N PA JI EL+ 1)) / (YN (^ J PANEL, 2) -°YN (N P ANEL 4 1)) JSH 780
O TO 110 JSH 790
100 7CP (NPANFL) =7_J JSH 800
YCP (NPAP 7 L) =YN (NPA NEL , 1) JSH 810
110 CONTINUE JSH. 820
XV(NPANEL)=XXL(1)+(XXL(2) — XXL(1))*YK+CPCW L (J )*CH(KK) JSH 830
120 cnNTINLIE JSH 840
.Jr=JC+N1 JSH 650
L4ST=N`PANEI_ JSH 860
Rf= TOPN JSH! 670
FNO JSH 880-
0VERLAY((JSSOWRs?,0)
PPOGRA M JETOFF JOF 10
C Tq SET UP THE JETOFF INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT [MATRIX AND CO mPUTF THE JOF 20
C CamBER TERMS JOF 30.
nIMENSION	 AW(101) JOF 40
COMMON
	
IGE;OMI	 HALFSWoXCP(200),YCP(200),7CP(200),XLE(50), 6'LE(50),XTJOF 50
IF(50)tPSI(20)' CH(95)-PXV(200),YV(100),SN(8,B),X t., (20092)iYN'v200s2)oZJOF 60
°J( ?.0042),WIDTH(81,YCON(25),5WEEP(50)sHALFH?SJ("le8),EX(4592),TX(95JOF 70
3,2)9SC(16095)95I(160 y 5)sLC(3) JOF 80
COMMON	 /AFRO/	 AMI 9 AM29619R2:CL(30)9CT(30),CD(30)9GAM(2r100) JOF 90
(:n MMON /CONST/ NCSvNCW9MI(S)?NSJ;NCJ(5)9LAST9MJW1(3,5)vMJW2(395)3JJOF 100
1P A NEL,MJJ(5) sN ,4(3) 9NNJiNJP JOF 110
COMMON /ADD/	 CP(100)9CM(30)vBREAK(8)9SWP(8e15)9GAL(30)9ISYM9V MLJfVUJOF 320
1•TFMP9t'CR9CAMLERiCAMLETvCAMTER*CAMTET9XJ9YJ92J9RJ9ALP9CREF,TWISTR JOF 130
C n MMON /PARAN/ ALPTTALPC9ALPSoCDF9SDF,TH9TDF JOF 140
C rIMMON /COST/ LTOTAL+LPANI,NJW(5)9LPANEL9IENTNiLPAN29EXIT9 PTIALoTWJOF 150
IIST9DF(5),NFP JOF 160
W FWTND	 01 JOF 170
JI =LPANEL+1 JOF 180
a,=1'1 JOF 190
I^= 1 JOF 200
"'r=NWC 1} JOF 210
NG =Nw ( 1) JOF 220
^JC = IENTN JOF 230
I,3=1 JOF 240
In CONTINUE= JOF 250
LL = 1 JOF 260
IF	 (NW(2).1 Q,O)
	
GO	 TO	 30 JOF 270
II = 1+NC5 JOF 280
IF	 (NW(3). a tF.0)	 GO	 TO	 20 JOF 290
CHORD=CH(1)+CH(II) JOF 300
GO TO 40 JOF 310
PO III=II+NCS JOF 320
CHORD=CH (1)+CH(II)+CH (IIT) JOF 330
GO TO 40 JOF 340
30 C-40PD=CH (1 ) JOF 350
40 C'INTINUE JOF 360
C A LL	 WING	 ( AW9LPANE'L_91 v9* LPANi , LPAN2) JOF 370
x C=(XCP(1) — XLi=(IG))/CHORD JOF 380
CAM=7CR(XC) — (ZCP(XC) — ZCT(XC))*YCP(i)/HALFH JOF 390
4w(J1)= - CAM JOF 400
W P ITE	 (01)	 (AW(K),K=1,JI) JOF 410
IJ=2 JOF 420
NJ=LPANEL - 1 JOF 430
50 CALL	 WING . ( AW9LPA(`I FL9IJ , BoLPAN1fLPAN2) JOF 440
IF	 (NW(2),;EO.0)
	
GO	 TO	 70 JOF 450
II = IG+NC5 JOF 460
IF	 (NW(3).NF.0)
	
GO TO	 60 JOF 470
CHORD=CH(IG)+CH(II). JOF 480
CHFL=CH(IG) JOF 490
GO TO 80 JOF 500
hn III=II+NCS JOF 5 1 0
C HORD=CH(IG)+CH(II)+CH(III) JOF 520.
CHFL= CH (IGl + CH (I I ) JOF 530
GO TO 80 JOF 540
70 C H r)RO= CW(IG) JOF 550
CHFL=CH(IG) J.OF.560.
80 CONTINUE JOF 570
FCP =CHFL/CHORD JOF 580
x C=(XCP(IJ) —XLE(IG))/CHORD JOF 590





— XC) .LE, 0.01 )	 (40	 TO	 90 JOF 640










' IF	 (CO M .LT,0.001)	 CAM=CZ-0.5*DF(LL) JOF 700
TF	 (XC.GT,FCR2.Ah1D.ABS(1. — XC).GT.0.01)
	
CAM =— DF(LL)+CZ JOF 710
I F 	(ARS(1. — XC).LF.0.01)	 CAM=—DF(LL)+CAMTER — (CAMTER —CAMTET)*YCP(XJ)JOF 720
1/HALF} JOF 730
I F 	(PTIAL.LF.0.01.AND.XC.G7.FCR1) 	 GO	 TO	 140 JOF 740
IF	 (PTIAL.GT,0,01)	 GO	 TO	 110 JOF 750
100 IF	 ( IJ.NE.MG )	 GO-TO	 140 JOF 760
IF	 ( A99 (XC-1.) .LF '.0.01 )	 GO	 TO	 120 JOF 770
JK =1 JOF 780
IF	 (NW (3) .NF.0.ANDo IJ.GT.LPAN1 )	 JK=2 JOF 790
K,Cm=IJ+( NCS– IG)*NW(JK)+-(IG-1)*NW(JK+I)+1 JOF 800




CA M=(CAM+CAM 1)/2. JOF 830
50 TO 140 JOF 840
110 IF	 (TJ.GE ,MJWI(1.LL).AND.IJ.LE.MJW2(19LL)) 	 60	 TO	 130 JOF 850
IF	 (IJ.GF_. MJWI(29LL).AND.IJ.LE.MJW2(29LL)) 	 GO	 TO	 140 JOF 860
IF	 (IJ.GE. MJW1(3vLL)-AND.IJ.LE.MJW2(39LL)) 	 GO	 TO	 140 JOF 870
CAM=CZ JOF 880
r-n
	 TO	 100 JOF 890
120 CAM=CAMTER—(CAMTER—CAMTET)*YCP(IJ)/HALFR JOF 900







	 100 JOF 930
140 C.nNTINUE JOF 940
44(J1) —CAM JOF 950
WP ITE	 (01)	 (AW(K)9K=IeJ1) JOF 960
IF	 (IJ.GE.LPANI.AND.IJ.LT .LPAN2)	 NG=NW(2) JOF 970
IF'	 (IJ.GE.LPAN2,AND.IJ.LT .LPANEL)	 NG=NW(3) JOF 980
IF	 (IJ.EQ.MJW2(I:LL).OR.IJ.EQ.MJW2(29LL)) 	 LL =LL+1 JOF 990
IF	 (IJ.EQ * HJW2(3,LL))	 LL =LL+1 JOF1000
IF	 (LL.GT .NFP)	 LL=1 JOF1010
IF	 (IJ.L,T.MG)	 GO TO	 150 JOF1020
Ir,=IG+I JOF1030
' M9=MG+NG JOF1040
150 IF	 (IJ.EQo LPAN1.nR.IJ.EQ.LPAN2)	 IG=1 JOF1050
4 T
	
AZ. t. 1 }.i1 Is P(A l _
IF	 (IJ.EQ,LPANI.OR.IJ.EQ.LPAN?) 	 LL= 1 JGF1060
IJ=IJ+I JOF1070
AJ=NJ-1 JOF1080




1 ,3=NW (1). JOF1130
si r=NW(1) JOF1140
TF	 (ARS(BI-82) .LE.0.001)	 GO	 TO	 160 JOF1150
IF	 (IC.!- E.?)	 Gn	 TO	 10 JOF1160
160 COKTIN1JE JOF1170




	 WING	 (AW,LPA t4FL,I,PF!,LPANI9LPAN2) WNG	 10
C T`l COMP 1 1TE THE JET — OFF INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX WNG	 20
DIMENSION	 AW(1) WNG	 30
DIM	 NSI n N W(2) WNG	 40
COMMON
	 /GEOP/	 HALFSW.XCP(200),YCP(200),.ZCP(200),XLE(50)sYLE(50),XTWNG	 50
1r(50),P5I(20),CH(45),XV(200),YV(100),SN(8v8),XN(200,2),YN(200,2),ZWNG 	 60










NCS,NCW,M1(A),NSJ,NCJ(5),LAST g MJW1(3,5),MJW2(395),JWNG	 100
1^ A NELi tA J.) (5) ,NW (3) ,NNJ,NJP WNG	 110
T7=1 WNG	 120
IFF=1. WNG	 130
I q N=1 WNG 140
ML-NW( 1) WNG 150
^I`d=NW C 1) WNG 160
DO 60 J=1,LPANEL WNG 170
MT=J--IFF+1 WNG 180
F ^s=NL WNG	 190
IF	 (J.GT.LPANI.AND,J.LE.LPAN2) 	 ISN=2 WNG 200
IF	 (J.GT.LPANP.ANn.J.LE.LPANEL)	 ISN=3 WNG 210
IF	 (J.GE.L.PANI.AND.J.LT.LPANEL)	 GO TO	 10 `SING	 220
GO T4 20 WNG 230
10 t,.JL=NW(2)' WNG 240
IF	 (J.GE.LPAN2.AND.J.LT.LPANEL)	 NL=NW(3) WNG 250
?0 C:nNTINUE WNG 260
X1=XN(J,1) —XCP(I) WNG 270
X?=XN(J,2) —XCP(I) WNG 280
X 1 ?-Xhl (J, 2) — XN ( J,1) PING 290
YIP=YN(,J 9 2)-YN(J,I) WNG .300
On	 50	 IT=192 WNG 310
TF	 (II.EQ. 1) 	 GO	 TO	 30 WNG 320
1 4 = 1 WNG 330
GO TO 40 WNG 340
r
30 N:=2 WNG 350
40 CnNTINUE WNG 360
YC=(-1.)**N*YCP(I) WNG 370
Y1 =YN(J,i) —YC WNG 380
Y? =YN(J,2) —YC WNG 390
XY K=XI*Y12--Y1 # X12 WNG 400
P1=SORT(X1*Xl+6R*Y1 # Y1) WNG 410	 1
P2=SQRT(X2*X2+98*Y2*Y2) WNG 420
11 l = (X12 # X2+RB*YlP i^Y2)/R2 — (X12*X1+88*Y12*Y1)/R1 WNG 430
IJ1=U1/XYK WNG 440
+ 12=(1. — X1/R1)/YI WNG 450
(13= (1.--X2/R2) /Y2 WNG 460
50 -+(II)=( L11+ U2—U3)*CH(IZ)*SP](MI,ISN)/(B.*FN) WNr 470..
A^.'(J)=W(1)+W(2) WNG 480
IF	 (J	 .LT.	 NN	 -OR.	 J	 .EQ.	 LPANEL)	 GO	 TO	 60 WNG 490
I7=IZ+1 WNS 500
I r'F=NN+1 WNG 510
r,J'j=NN +N L WNG 520
6n CONTINIIE WNG 530	 .)
T(JR nt WNG 540	 i( WNG 550
Fn!(? WNG 560-
0VFPLAY(USR0WB1340)
P ?nGRAM JETON JON 10
G Tn SET UP THE JETOP INFLUFNCE COEFFICIENT MATRICES JON 20
i )I M FNSION	 AW(300) JON 30
COMMON /COOF/ KCODF JON 40
COMMON
	 /GEOM/	 HALFSWiXCP (200) vYCP(200) vZCP (200) vXLE:(`0) vYLE(50) sXTJON 50
1F(50)+PSI(20)+CH(95),XV(200)tYV(100) v5N(Pt8)+XN(20042)vYN(20092)97JON 60




/AEPO/	 AMJIAM2v€ leµ2vCL(30) vCT(30) tCD(30) vGAM(2v100) JOB! 90
COMMON /CONST/ NC49NCW,M1(B)tNSJgNCJ(S)iLASTtMJWI(395)YMJW2(395)vJJON 1('0
IUANEL,MJJ(5)vNW(3)9NNJ9NJP JON 110
CO MMON /PARAM/ ALPTtALPCvALPS9CQFvSDFvTHvTDF JON 120
CIMPON	 /ADD/
	 CP(100)QCM{30),BRFAK(B)vSWP(8915)9GAL(30)9ISYMvVMU9VUJON 130
1v TE MPvFCRv CAMLERtCAhILFTtCAMTERtCAMTETtXJtYJtZJ,RJ9ALP9CREF9TWISTR JON 140
COMMON ./COST/ LTOTALvLP.ANI9NJW(5)tLPANEL,iENTNtLPAN29EXITtPTIALvTWJON 150
1I5TgDF(5)9NFP JON 160
P;'WIND	 02 JON 170
L P I=LTOTAL+1 JON 180
(J =LPANFL+NCJ(1) JON 190
MC0N=LAST+NCJ(1) JON 200
I l 'HI=1 JON 210
JL=LAST+i JON 220
I + d!^=1 JON 230
LN=l JON 240
L^J1=1 JON 250
J h•'N=1 JON 260
V l"
 1;C = V'4lf*ALPC JON 270
i
NIK =1 JON 280
T =LAST+1 JON 290
I1=T—JPANEL JON 300
CALL MATRIX	 (AW,LTOTALvLPANELvVMUC,I,MOON,MJPIPHT,INN,LN,LN19TEMP,JON 310
11_ w AN1eTSYMsKCODE ,FXIT.LPAN2) JON 320
WRITE	 (01)	 (AVl(K),K=I g LTOTAL) JON 330
KI=2 JON 340
":I=LTOTAL-1 JON 350
LT =LAST+2 JON 360
V ,' P=VM(JC JON 370	 r




C A LL MATRIX	 (AW,LTOTAL,LPANE L,VmP,LI g MCON,MJtIPHI,INN,LN,LNIvTEMPsJON 400
1L P ANlvISYMiKCODF,FXIT,LPAN2) JON 410
4 ITE	 (01)	 (AW(K).K=1,LTOTAL) JON 420
IF	 (KJ.LT.MJ.OR.KJ.FQ.LAST)	 60 TO 20 JON 430
I P HT=TPHI+1 JON 440
1,1 ,1=MJ+NCJ ( INN) JON 450






GO TO 40 JON' 490
30 JNN=INN JON 500
INN=INN+1 JON 510
40 IF	 (KJ.E0. MJJ(JNM))	 IPHI = 1 JON 520
IF	 {L.I.EQ.LTOTAL)	 GO TO 50 JON 530
6 9 TO 60 JON 540
5o CONT INl1F JON 550
I P HI = 1 JON 560
14 J=L PANEL+NCJ(1) JON 570
JON 580
I "sN=1 JON 590
Fo CONTINUE JON 600
KI=KI+1 JON 610
Nf =nil-1 JON 620
I F
	(LI.EQ.LTOTAL)	 GO TO 70 JON 630
IF	 (LI.EQ.LAST)	 60 TO 80 JON 640
LI=LI+1 JON 650
GO TO 90 JON 660
70 LT=LPANFL+1 JON 670
7 TO 90 JON 680
80 LI=1 JON 690
90 C-nNTINUE JON 700
.1 P=LI —LAST+LPANEL JON 710
._I P I=JP-1 JON 720










SUPROUTINE MATPIX.(AW•LTOTAL g LPANEL,VMU,I,MCON,MJ,IPHI,INN,.LNsLN1,MTX 10
1TF A P,LPANI9ISYM,KCODF,EXIT,LPAN2) MTX 20
TO COMPUTE THE JETON INFLUENCE	 COEFFICIENT MATRICES MTX 30
D IMENSION	 AW(1) MTX 40
; )TMENSION	 W(4) MTX 50
DIMENSION	 SV(300)" MTX 60




COMMON	 /SCHFME/	 C(2),X(10,41),Y(10,41),SLOPE(15),XL(2,15) % XTT( 4 1),MTX 110
1xl_L(41) MTX 120
CO MMON	 /AFRO/	 AMI,AM2v Hl9k29CL(30),CT(30),CD(30)96AM(29100) MTX 130
COMMON /CONST/ NC59NCid,MI(O),NSJeNCJ(5)eLAST j MJWI(3,5),M.JW2(3, 5 ),JMTX 140
i P ANEL,MJJ(',)9W W(3),N HJ,NJP MTX 150
COMMON /PARAM/ ALPT,ALPC'ALPS,CDF,SDF,TH,TDF MTX 160
^7JUIVALENCE= 	(X(1,1),SV(1)) MTX 170




V JT=V M ') MTX 220
T^: u=TFMP MTX 230
N%1 2 =NNJ--1 MTX 240
"J1 = NNJ-1 MTX 250
N?=NNJ-2 MTX 260
"+l - N NJ-3 MTX 270
N.JH= (NSJ+I) /2+1 MTX 280
IF	 (ISYM.EQ.n)	 NJH=NSJ/2 MTX 290
IF	 (ISYM.E0.0)	 NP=NSJ-1 MTX 300
I F
	(ISYM.NE .0)	 NP=NSJ+1 MTX 310
1,1JT-NJH-1 MTX 320
I7=1 MTX 330
IFF = 1 MT.X 340
, 4 1




L 1=LPA-NF.L+1 MTX 390
L 4 STI=LAST-1 MTX 400
IF	 (I.GT.LAST)
	
GO TO	 10 MTX 410
IJ=I MTX 420
GO TO 20 MTX 430
IJ=I—JPANEL MTX 440
CONTINUE MTX 450
00 240 J=1,LAST MTX 460
MT=J—IFF+1 MTX 470
FN =NN MTX 480
I F	(J.rT.1_PANI.AND.J.LEwLPAN2)	 ISN=2 MTX 490
i
Tr	 (J.GT.LPAN2.AND.J.L).LPANEL) 	 IS N= 3 MTX 5 00
IF
	
(J.GF.LPANl.AND,J-LT.LPANEL) 	 GO TO 30 MTX 510
G')	 TO	 40 MTX 5.20
3D N''I=Mw(2) MTX 530
IF	 (J.GE-LPAN2.AND.J.LT.L.PANEL) 	 NN=NW(3) MTX 540
40 r'1?JTTNLIE MTX 550




IF	 (J-F().LI)	 60	 TO	 SO MTX 580
r-')	 TO	 6D MTX 590
50 IAN=ISN+1 MTX 600
LI=MJJ(IND)+1 MTX h10
60 ',tL=uJJ(I ND) —1 MTX 620




7ro rn -NTINlW MTX 650
X1=XN(J.1)-xCP(IJ) MTX 650
x? =XN(J12)-XCP(IJ) MTX 670
x 1?=XN(J,2)-XN(J,1) MTX 680
Y 12=YN(J e 2) —YN(J.1) MTX 690
712=7N(J92)--7N(J.l) MTX 70.0
71=7N(J,1)—ZCP(IJ) MTX 710
7! =7N(,1i?)-7CP(IJ) MTX 720
x7J=Xl*712--Z1*X12 MTX 730
01)	 220	 IT=192 MTX 740
Ir	 (II.FQ.l)
	
SO	 TO	 80 MTX 750
^I= 1 MTX 760
i n TO 90 MTX 770
m0 -J=2 MTX 780
9t) C'INTINI)E MTX 790
YC=(-l.)##N*YCP(IJ) MTX 800
Y1=YN(J,l)-YC MTX 810
Y 2=YN(J,2) —YC MTX 820
'4YK=X1 #Y12—YI*XI? MTX 830
Y 7 I=YI*712--Zl*Y12 MTX 840
4LRI =XYK*XYK +XZJ*XZJ+Hl*YZI #YZI MTX 850
QIB1=SQPT(X1 #X1+81*Y1 #Yl+91 #Z1 #71) MTX 860
4 ?PI=SnPT(X? # X2+Ri #Y2#Y2+BI*Z2#Z2) MTX 870
itrjRl=(X?*XI2+81*Y?*Y12+81*Z2*Z12)/R2BI-(Xl*X12+B1 # Y1*Y12 + BI*Zl*Z12MTX 880
1)/P1RI MTX 890
GlBl=(1. —X1/R1R1)/(Y1 #Y1+Z1*Z1) MTX 900
GPBl=(1.-X2/R281)/(Y2*Y2+Z2#72) M.TX 910
IF	 (I.GT.LPANEL)	 GO TO 110 MTX 920
F1=L)LlRI*XYK /ALR1 MTX 930
F2=—Y2*G281+Y1 #G181 MTX 940
IF	 (J.GT.LPANFL)
	
GO TO	 Inn MTX 950
GO TO 200 MTX 960
100 F3=0, MTX 970
94=0. MTX 980
0 917 TX I W(IN I I NU:)0 L I
OLtIXINa	UNV - 12NVdl *19'rl)	^l
09V V( IN*i=nHA
	
1) PrH*^ I -r1-U.Nv'1ANVd I 'i9*P I)
05t'iy1wOLT	01	09	H-0A-1-NN)	zil
ottlxlwOLT	0.1	ou	(1000VAI*i1x3)	11
0 P? T YiNiu-1v/izA*iHjnn=i-,091
02tlxlwo 6 1	01	(j,-.,







OGEMHI Hdl 6 C) k*22J+N** C	I	!Hdl•V) k*EaA—=EA
OvElXIW
UEETYIN(1HdI6E)	'I—) *(I Hd I05l
02EIXIN0 =e e











































200	 19 ( II)=(FI +F2) *CHOP D*56 (MI:ISN) / (S. *FN)
I F
 (J.LE.L P ANFL) GO Tn 210
I F













I F (J.LF:.LPANEL) JA=J+2*JPANEL
IF (J.GT.LPANEL) JA=J — LPAt F:L+JPANEL
4:+,(JA)=4(1)+W(2)
c,V (JA)=x+(1)






IF (KCODE.F0.0) GO TO 360
1F (I1JSR.FQ.1.A n1 n .7JETbGT,0.01) GO TO 340
I F (OFJ.LE.0.0001) GO TO 340
IF (NNJ.Eo.I.AND.T.LE.LPANEL) GO TO 340
IF (NNJ.ECI.I. AND. I.GT.LPAMEL) GO TO 250
IF (I.LE.MJJ(N1).0R„I.GT.LAST) GO TO 340
250	 CONTINUE
IF . (I.GT,LAST) GO TO 340
IF (IPHI+FCI.NJH) GO TO 340
IF (ISYV.NF.O.AM0.IPHI.EQ.I) GO TO 340
I F (IPHI.LT .NJH) IL=IPM—ISYM
IF (1PHI..GT.NJH) IL=IPHI—NJH
PEWIND 2
























































CALL	 SKIP	 (109JPANEL) MTX1990




IF	 (JJ.EQ. MF)	 GO	 TO	 260 MTX2020
i 1XTH=DLX #PSI ( J +)) /TH MTX2030
GO TO 270 MTX20t-1
260 ')XTH=OLX#F'SI(JJ)#0.5/TH MTX20 50
270 CnMTINUF MTX2060
P ROD = SZX*DXTH MTX2070
00 280 K1=1,JP A M1;L MTX2080
Ktl,=K1+JPANFL MTX2090
2n0 Aw( KK)=AW(KK)+PPnn*SV(K1) MTX2100
240 CONTINUE NI T X2110




:7()	 330	 JJ=1,VF MTX2140
RFAD
	 ( 02)	 (SV ( K) .K =1,J P0 l EL) MTX2150
IF	 (JJ.FG.MF)	 GO	 TO	 300 MTX2160
;lx T H=PLX #PSI(JJ)/TH MTX2170
G O TO 310 MTX21BO
300. ) XTH=DLX*PSI(JJ)*0 . 5/TH MTX2190
310 'POD=FZX* DXTH MTX2200
Ofl	 320	 K1 = l,JPANFL MTX2210
KK=K1 +JnAn1FL MTX2220
320 &,W ( KK)=4W ( KK)— Penn * SV(K1) MTX2230
330 CONTINUE MTX224Ci
340 CONT I NUE MTX2250
IF	 (EXIT.LE.0.001)	 00 TO	 350 MTX2260
I F	 (NNJ.E{a.1)
	
GO	 TO	 350 MTX2270
IF	 (IJ.GT.LPANFL.AND,,TJ.LF.MJJ(1))	 VMLI= 10 MTX2280
T F	 (IJ4GT.LPANEL.AND.TJ.LIr.MJJ(1))	 TEMP = I. MTX2290
350 CONITINUE MTX2300
3	 0 T 	 (I.LE.LAST)
	
GO	 TO	 710 MTX2310
IF	 (IPHI.EA.NJH)
	
GO TO 570 MTX2320
I F	 (ISYM.NJE.0.AwD.TPHI.EQ.1)	 GO	 TO	 570 MTX2330
IF	 (NNJ:EQol)
	 GO	 TO	 430 MTX2340
IF	 (IJ.GT .MJJ(Nl))	 GO	 TO 430 MTX2350
IF	 (IPHI.GT.NJH.AMC).ZJET.LE.O.01)	 GO TO	 430 MTX2360
IF	 (l PrHI.GT.NJH)	 Ll=NJH MTX2370
IF	 (ISYM,EQ.O.ANn.IPHI.GT .NJH)	 LI=NJH+I MTX23BO
IF	 (IPHI.LE.NJH)	 Ll=l MTX2390
ET=1 MTX2400




I F	(NNJ.LE.3.ANO,NW(2),NE.0)	 IR=N2 MTX2430
.IF	 (M9J.LF_.3,AND.NW(2).E().0) 	 IR=N1 MTX2440.
IF	 (NNJ^GF.4.AND.NW(3).NE.0) 	 IP 7--N3 MTX2450
I F	(NNJ.EQ.4.AND.NW(3).EO.0)	 IR=N2 MTX2460
1)'.1	 420	 SIR =19NZ MTX2470






Ot62X1Wo5 h oi og	('	o3,rNN)	if
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GO TO 500 MTX3010
450 LI=N3 MTX3020
I7=NSTPIF MTX3030
;0 TO 500 MTX3040
410 L1=N2 MTX3050
T 7 =NSTRlP+(NNJ-3) # NP MTX3060
{'O TO	 500 MTX3070
470 O'INTINUE MTX3080	 r
L1=N2 MTX3090
I7= ni5TPTP MTX3100
,;n	 TO 500 MTX3110
480 (_1=NNJ MTX3120
17=NISTRIP+(NNJ-1)*NP MTX3130























CALL	 INTFG	 (RES,KNW,KI+IZ9lJ9B1,L1) MTX3330
I F	(A8S(R1—R 2).LF.0.001)	 GO	 TO	 520 MTX3340
C 4 LL	 INTEL	 (PFF,KMWv KI,IZ9IJ,82,Li) MTX3350
Gin TO 530 MTX3360
520 -OFF-RE'S MTX3370





44 =1 w 14TX3430
.00 540 L=17,KNW MTX3440
LI_ =K I+L MTX34 a0
I F	(L.EQ.KK)	 GO TO 540 MTX3460





A:a (IA) =AW(IA)—SUM1 #AA —RES*AA*VMU*VMU*TEMP#2. MTX3490









JT = I —LAST+L P ANEL MTX3570
K=N C0N-'LA5T — NCJ (LN) +LPANFI_ MTX35BO
JNJ=NCJ(LN) MTX3590





A A =1. MTX3650
')`l	 580
	 L= 19JNJ MTX3660
LI_=K+L MTX3670
T F	 (L,FQ,KK)	 G(1	 TO	 580 MTX3680
A A =AA*(XCP(JI)--XV(LL))/(XV(KL)-XV(LL)) MTX3690.
580 CONTINUE MTX3700
A W(IB) =AW(IR)+AA*SK MTX3710
590 A'w(IA)=A,4(IA)—AA*VMU*VMU#TEMP#SK MTX3720
IF	 (I,EQ.MC0N.AND.I.LT.LTOTAL)	 MOON=MCON+NCJ(LNI) MTX3730
T P	 (KCODE.tQ.0)
	
GO TO 680 MTX3740
I F	 (IUSBsEQ.1.AND,7JET.GT,0.01)	 GO TO	 680 MTX3750
IF	 (NN.J.EQ.1)
	
GO	 TO 680 MT'X3760
I F	 (IJ,GT.MJJ(Nl))	 GO TO	 680 MTX3770
IF	 (I PHI.LE.NJH)	 GO TO 689 MTX3780
L1=NJH MTX3790
I F	 (ISYM ,E0„0)	 L1=NJH+1 MTX3900
IF	 (NW(2).EQ.0)	 GO	 TO	 610 MTX3810
IF	 (NW(3).EQ.0)	 GO	 TO	 600 MTX3820
I F	 (IJ.GT ,MJJ(N2))	 GO TO 640 MTX3830
TF	 (IJ90T.MJJ(N3))	 GO TO 630 MTX3B40
IF	 (NNJ.EG .4)
	
GO TO 620 MTX3850
IF	 (NNJ.EQ.5.ANDv TJ.GT ,MJJ(NNJ-4)).GO	 TO 6211 MTX3860
FO TO 680 MTX3870
600 IF	 (IJ.GT .MJJ(N2))	 60 TO 630 MTX3880
I1=	 (NNJ.EQ.3)
	
GD TO 620 MTX3890
IF .(NNJ.EQ.4.AND.IJ.GTIMJJ(N3).)' GQ TO
	
620. MTX3900
G() . Tel	 680 MTX3910
610 IF	 (NNJ.EQ.2)	 GO TO 620 MTX3920
IF	 (NNJ.EQ.3.ANID.IJ,GT.MJJ(N2))
	
GO TO 6 20 MTX3930
O r) TO 680 MTX3940
620 K1=MJW1(19NJP)+(IPHI-L1—ISYM)*NW(1)-1 MTX3950
KNW=NW (1) MTX3960




1630 Kl=MJWI ( 2tNJP)+(IPHI—L1 — ISYMi*NW(23--1 MTX3y80
KNW=NW (2) MTX3990
50 TO 650 MTX4000
640 K1=MJW1(3,NJP)+(IPHI—L14ISYM)*NW(3)—i MTX4010
K +,IW=NW ( 3) MTX4020.
650 DO 670 KK=1,KNW MTX4030
. KL=KI+KK MTX4040
LIA=KL+2 *JPANEL HTX4050
A A = 1. MTX4060
DO 660 L=IoKNW MTX4070
. LL=K1+L MTX4080
IF	 (L * EQ.KK)	 GO TO 660 MTX4090
AA=.AA* ( XCP (IJ ) — XV (LL)) / ( XV (KL )-XV (LL)) IATX4100
660 rnNTINUE MTX4110
670 nvi( JA)=AW(JA)—AA*VMU*VMU*TEMP#045 MTX4120
680 CONTINUE MTX4130
I F	(KCODE.FQ,O)	 GO TO	 710 MTX4140
IF	 (ZJET.GT.0.01)
	
GO TO	 710 MTX4150
IF	 (DFJ,LE.G.0001)
	
GO	 TO 710 MTX4160
IF	 (NNJ.EQ>1)	 GO TO	 690 MTX4170
IF	 (IJ.LE.MJJ(NI))
	
GO	 TO	 710 MTX4180
690 CONTINUE MTX4190
IF	 (IPHI.EQ.NJH)	 GO TO 710 MTX4200
IF	 (ISYM,NE.0.AND.IPHI.FQ.1) 	 60 TO	 710 MTX4210
00 700 J=1,JPAWFL MTX4220
JJ=J+JPANEL MTX4230
700 SV(J)=—AW(JJ) MTX4240
WRITE	 (02)	 (SV(J) g J = 1^JPANEL) MTX4250
710 CONTINUE MTX4260





Si t RROUTINE SKIP	 (19JPANEL) SKP	 10
`IIMENSION DUMMY(200) SKP	 20
IF	 (I.EQ.0)	 GO TO	 20 SKP	 30
00	 10	 J=19I SKP	 40
BEAD	 (02)	 (RUMMY(K),K=1Y JPANEL) SKP	 50
10 CONTINUE SKP	 60:
20 RETURN SKP	 70
END SKP	 8O—
r !7VERLAY ( IJSBOWB , 4, 0 )
P OGRAM SOLUTN. SOL	 10 3I
C TO SOLVE THE JET ON AND JET OFF EQUATIONS SOL	 20
C SOL	 30 a
C GAMMA MUST FEE DIMENSIONED TO HAVE AT LEAST	 (N+1) ##2/4 ELEMENTSt SOL	 40




CA(300)9	 GAMMA(20170) SOL	 70
DIMENSION GAMVR(300) SOL 80
COMMON /CODE/ KCODE SOL 90
COMMON
	
/SCHEME/	 C(2)9X(1094l)9Y(10941) 9.SLOPF:(15)9XL(2915)9XTT( 4 1)9SOL 100
IXLL(41) SOL 110
COMMON	 /GEOM/ HALFSWoXCP(200)9YCP(200)9ZCP(200)?XLE(50)9YLE(50)vXTSOL 120
)E(50)9PSI(20)9CH(95)9XV(200)9YV(100)vSN( S ? B }9X N ( 2 0 0 v 2 )9Y N ( 200 9 2) 9Z SO L 130
?N'(2O0v2),WIDTH(R)vYCON(25)9SWEEP(50)vHALF8 9SJ (2196)9EX(9592)9TX(95SOL.140
3v2)9SC(160v5) 9 SI(16095)9LC(3) SOL 150
COMMON /PARAM/ ALPT 9 ALPC9ALPS9CDF9SDF9THvTDF SOL 160
COMMON /AFRO/ AM1 9 AM29Rl•R2 9 CL(30)9CT(30)vCD(30)9GAM(29140) SOL 170
COMMON /ADD/	 CP(100) 9 CM(30)9BRl=AK(8) iSWP (8915),GAL(30)91SYM9.VMU4VUSOL 180.




I P aNEL9MJJ(5)9NW(3)9NNJ9NJP SOL 210
COMMON /COST/ LTOTAL9LPAN19NJW(5)oLPANEL9IENTNiLPAN29EXITiPTIAL9TWSOL 220
1I4T9OF(5)9NFP SOL 230








q o=pl SOL 320
i )FJ=CDF SOL 330
NA=3 SOL 340
IF	 (NW(2).EQG)	 NA=1 SOL 350
I F	(NW!(2) .NE.O.AND,NW (3) oFQ.0)	 NA=2 SOL 360
10	 CONTINUE SOL 370
IG=1 SOL 380
=q ;=Nk' (1 } SOL 390
'VC=NW(1) SOL 400
QEAD
	 (01)	 (AW(1)91 = 1vJ1) SOL 410
x4=XCP(1) SOL 420
YA=YCP (I ) SOL 430
P-IPV=O. SOL 440
IF	 (IUSB.EQ,I.AND.ITN,EQ.,O) 	 GO	 TO	 20 SOL 450
CALL INDVEL	 (X8 9 YB 9 XJ 9 YJvZJvRJ9BB9PHRV9PHX9TEMPvVU vPHY 9 I S Y M ) SOL 460
20	 CONTINUE SOL 470
AW CJI) =AW (JI ) +XTT (IG) +PHPV/ (ALPC #VU) SOL 480
DO .30 I=1sLPANEL SOL 490
30	 GAMMA(I)=°-AW(I+1)/AW(1) SOL 500
N,J=LPANEL--1 SOL 510
DO 60	 IJ=2`9LPANEL SOL 520
READ
	 (01)	 (AW(K)vK= 19`J1) SOL 530
Xti-XCF (IJ) SOL 540
Yg=YCP(TJ) SOL 550





(XB,YRtXJtYJt7J1RJoBB,PHRVtPHXtT EMPtVUt PHY 9 1 S Y M ) SOL 570
40 CONTINUE SOL 580
I;
A	 +	 -	 R / A PC #VUw(J1}=AwtJi)	 XTT(IG)	 PH	 V	 (	 L	 ) SOL 590
IK=IJ SOL 600
CALL	 VMSEQN	 (NJtTKtAWtGAMMAtCA) SOL 610
E KIJ=NJ-1 SOL 624
IF	 (IJ.GE.LPAN1.AND,IJ.LT-LPAN2) 	 NG=NW(2) SOL 630
IF	 (IJ.GE.LPAN2.AND,IJ.L7.LPAN£L)	 NG=NW(3) SOL..640
IF	 (IJ.LT.MG ).GO	 TO	 50 SOL 650
' TG=16+1 SOL 660
MG=MG+NG SOL 670
50 IF	 (IJ.EQ,LPANI.OR.IJ,EQ,LPAN2)	 IG= 1 SOL.680
60 CONTINUF SOL 690
00 70
	 I=191_PANEL SOL 700
70 :sAM(IC.I)=GAMMA(I) SOL 710
IF	 (ABS(B1—R2).LF.0.001)	 GO	 TO	 80 SOL 720	 .
TC=IC+1 SOL 730
13 .3=B2 SOL 740
IF	 (IC.GT.F)	 GO	 TO 80 SOL 750
SO TO 10 SOL 760
RO CONTINUE SOL 770
11rAUC=VMU #ALPC SOL 780
T PMI=1 SOL 790





	 (01)	 (AW(K)tK=1tLTOTAL) SOL 840
CALL STREAM	 (ALPHAsVM-UC919TPH19LPAN.EL4TEMP*LPANItLPAN291SYM + KCDDEi- SO L 850
1EXIT94J) SOL 860
A4t (LP I)=ALPHA SOL 870
no 90	 I=19LTOTAL SOL 880





100 ICJ=LI SOL 940 j
IF	 (LI'.GT.LAST)	 KJ=LI—JPANEL SOL 950
DEAD
	 (01)	 (AW(K)91<=19LTOTAL) SOL 960
CALL STREAM!	 (ALPHA t VMUCILI91PH19LPANELtTEM1P9LPAN'19LPAN2tISYM.K CODESO L 970 §
1TEXITgMJ) SOL 980
IF	 (KCCDE.EQ-0)	 60 TO 120 SOL 990 a
IF	 MoGE-0.01)	 GO TO 120 SOL1000
C ADDITIONAL EXTERNAL FLOW DEFLECTION IS ALLOWED IF THE JET ANGLE ISSOL1010
C GRFATER THAN THE FLAP ANGLE BECAUSE OF THE EFFECT OF FINITE TRAI — SOL1020
C LING-EDGE ANGLES. FOR THIN AIRFOILSt THIS CAN BE ELIMINATED BY S0L1030
C INSERTING THE STAT£MENT9	 IF	 (KCODE.EQ-1)	 GO TO 63 SOL1040





11.0	 IF (LI.'WE.IH) GO TO 120
IF ((DFJ —TDF).LT.O.) GO TO 120
C7T=CAMTER—(CAMTEP.—CAMTET)*YCP(LI)/HALFB




















150	 TF (KJ.EO.MJJ(JNN)) IPHI=1
IF (LI.EQ * LTOTAL) GO TO 160









IF (LI.EQ,LTOTAL) GO TO 180














210	 GAMVR (I) =GAMMA (1)
























































	 (01)	 (AW(I),I=19J1) SOL1560
AW(J1) =AW(Jl)+XTT(IG) SOL1570











CALL VMSEON	 (NJ,IK,AWoGAMMA,CA) SOL1650
NJ=NJ-1 SOL1660
IF	 (IJ.GE.LPANI.AND.IJ.LT .LPAN2)	 NG=NW (2) SOL.1670
IF	 (IJ,GEoLPAN2.AND.IJ.LT .LPANEL)	 NG=NW(3) SOL1680
IF	 (IJ.LT.MG )	 GO TO 230 SOL1690
IG=IG+1 SOL1700.
iS=MG+NG SOL1710





50 TO 280 SOL1760
250 Dn 270	 I = 19LPANEL SOL1770

















c,UBRDU'TINE	 INDVEL	 (XDvY,XJ,YJ.ZJ+RJ,B24PHPV,PHX,T,UvPHY^ISYM) IND	 10
C TO COMPUTE THE INDUCED VELOCITIES DUE TO JET ENTRAINMENT IND	 20
DIMENSION
	
VZ(2)9	 VX(2)9	 VY(2) IND	 30
COMMON	 /JET/ PK1,XC,X(31)vA(31)9B(31) IND	 40
P EJ=T IND	 50.












09WISZ'(26002)NAs (26002)NXd (942)Ngd (001) Arta (002)AP (S6) HOF (02)ISd4 (05)3I















































COMMON /CONST/ NCS4NCW^MI(B):NSJoNCJ(5)tLASTYMJW1(3v5)9MJW2(3e5)sJSTM 120
1 0 ANELrMJJ(5)gNW(3)%NNJ9NJP STM 130
C7MMON /PARAM/ ALPTsALPCgALPSvCDFvSDF:THsTDF STM 140
EQUIVALENCE	 (X(1a1)9PHIN(1)) STM 150
P T =3.14159265 STM 160
I tJSB=YCON(24) STM 170
7JET=YCON(25) STM 180
n61=NNJ .-1 STM 190
. m?=NNJ-2 STM 200
N3=A{NJ-3 STM 210
NJH=(NSJ+1)/2+1 STM 220 e'
IF	 (ISY+4.EQ. a)	 NJH=NSJ/2 STH 230
►.1P cNJH—'I STM 240
IF
	 (ISYM.EQ.0)	 NP=NJH STM 250
ALPHA=O, STM 260
IF	 (I.GT.LPANEL)
	 GO	 TO	 10 STM 270
GO TO 22 0 STM .280
10 IF	 (I.GT,LAST)
	
GO TO	 100 STM 290
IF	 (EXIT-LE.0.001)	 GO TO	 20 STM 300
TF	 (NNJ.EQ,I)
	
GO	 TO	 2n STM 310
IF	 (I.LE.MJJ(l).AND•I.NE,,MJ)	 GO	 TO	 220 STM 320
20 CONTINUE STM 330
ALPHA=ALPT*Y(39IPHI) # (10 —VMU) STM 340
IF	 (TH.LE.0.001)
	
GO TO 30 STM 350
IF	 (IPHIvEQ.NJH)	 GO TO 30 STM 360
IF	 (ISYM.NE.0.AND.IPHI.EQ.1)	 GO	 TO 30 STM 370
I F'(I.GT.MJJ(N1))	 ALPHA=ALPHA+CDF # (I. — VMU) STM 380
30 CONTINUE STM 390
IF	 (ABS(31
—B2).LF.0.001)	 GO TO	 40 STM 400.
CALL NORSPO
	
(I,ALPH.LPANFL91PHI .PLPANI4LPAN2) STM 410
ALPHA=ALPHA+ALPH STM 420
40 TF	 (KCODEoFQ,0)	 GO TO 220 STM 430
TF	 (EXIT.LE.0.001)	 GO TO 50 STM 440.
IF	 (I.LE.MJJ(1).AND.I.EQ.MJ)	 ALPHA=ALPHA/2. STM 450
50 IF	 (IPHI.EQ.NJH)
	
GO TO 220 STM 460
IF	 (ISYM.NE.0,AND.IPHI.EQ.1) 	 GO TO 220 STM 470
TF	 (IUSR.EQ.I.AND.ZJET.GT.0.01)	 GO TO 220 STM 48 0
IF	 (CD'F,LT.0.0001)
	
GO	 TO	 220 STM 4.90
IF	 (NNJ.EQ.1)	 GO TO 60 STM 500
IF	 (I.LE.MJJ(N1))	 GO TO	 220 STM 510
60 IF	 (IPHI.LT.NJH)	 IL=IPHI+ISYM.. STM 520
IF	 (IPHI.GT .NJH)	 IL=IPHI —NJH+ISYM STM 530
MF=I—MJJ(N1) — (TPHI-1)*NCJ(NNJ) STH 540
FNNJ =NNJ STM 550
DISTJ =SDF: STM 560
DLX =DISTJ# G.5*PI/FNNJ STM 570
SZX=— (1. — VMU) STM 580





































IF	 (IUSH.EQ.1,AND.ZJE T .GT.0.01)	 GO	 TO 200
IF	 (NNJ,EQ,1)

















IF	 (NNJ.E'Q.4)	 GO	 TO	 140
IF	 (NNJ.EQ.5.ANDsIJ.GT.MJJ(NNJ-4)) 	 G0 TO 140
SO TO 200
120 IF	 (IJ,GT,MJJ(N2))	 GO TO	 150
IF	 (NNJ.EQ,3)	 GO TO	 140
IF	 (NNJ.EQ,4.AND,IJ.GT.MJJ(N3))	 GO TO 149
GO TO 200
130 IF	 (NNJ.EQ,2)	 GO	 TO	 140
IF	 (NNJ.EQ.3.AND,IJ,GT.MJJ(N2))	 GO TO 140
{ 60 TO 200


























































160 K1=MJW1(39NJP)+(IPHI—LI—ISYM)*NW(3)- 1 STM1090





DO	 190 KK=IeKNW STM1150
KL= KI+KK STM1160
AA = 1. STM1170	 r
DO	 180 L =19KNW STM1180	 i
LL=K1+L STM1190





IF	 (ABS(Bl —B2).LF.O.001)	 GO	 TO	 190 STM1240
AL.PHA2=ALPHA2+AA*GAM(29KL) STM1250.
190 CONTINUE ST41260
IF	 (ABS(B1—B2).LE.0.001) 	 ALPHA2=ALPHAI STM1270
ALPHA=(AL.PHA2—TEMP*VMU* VMU #ALPHAI)*0.5 STM1280
CO TO 220 STMIR90
200 CONTINUE STM1300






















SUBROUTINE SPEED	 (VMU9IsALPHAvLPANELoTEMPvLPAN19LPAN2vPHI5vIPHrtlSSPD 	 10
lym) SPD	 20
C TO COMPUTE THE INDUCED TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES DUE	 TO WING ALONE SPD	 30
C VORTICES SPD	 40
DIMENSION SU(100) SPD	 50
C6-MMON'%SCHEME/	 C(2)9XtIOv41)vY(lOs4l)sSLOPE(15)sXL(2v15)vXTT(41)vSPO	 60..
1XLL(41) SPD	 70
COMMON /GEOM/ HALFSWeXCP(200)sYCP(200)%ZCP(200)sXLE(50)§YLE(50),XTSPD 	 80
IF(50),PSI(20)?CH(95)sXV(200)sYV(100)vSN( 8 9 8 )sXN(2009 2 )vYN( 20 '0 92)i, ZSPD	 90
2N(.200 4 2)vWIDTH(8)vYCON(25)sSWEEP(50)sH.ALFBsSJ(2198)sEX(95s2)+TX(95SPD 	 100.
3.2)95C(16+095)sSI(.160s5)sLC(3) SPD	 110
COMMON	 /AERO/ AM19AM29B1 , B29CL ( 30)vCT ( 30)9CD ( 30)sGAM ( 29100) SPD 120
COMMON /COAST/ NCS9NCWgMI(8)sNSJsNCJ(5)94ASToMJW1(395)9M JW2(3s5)4JSPO 	 130
1 IPANELsMJJ(5)9NW(3).vNNJ+NJP SPD 140
^11 =NNJ-1 SPD 150
N2=NNJ-2 SPD	 160
a
AN3 = NNJ-3 SPD 170
7JET= YCON(25) SPD 180
II=I —JPANEL SPD 190
B8=61 SPD 200
IC=1 SPD 210
In CONTINUE SPD 220
I1=1 SPD 230
SPD 240









DO 70 J= 1 9 LPANEL SPD 290
JJ=J—MM SPD 300
F NS =NL SPD 310 I








GCS TO 20 SPD 340
GO TO 30 SPD 350
20 (2) SPD 360
IF	 (J.GE.LPAN2,AND.J.LT.LPANFL)
	 NL =NW(3) SPD 370
30 CONTINUE SPD 380
XI =XN(Jsl) —XCP(II) SPD 390
X?=XN(J,2) —XCP(II) SPD 400
X12= XN(J92) — XN(J9l) SPD 410
Y12=YN(J92)—YN(Jsl) SPD 420
71 =— ZC P (II) SPD 430
7? =—ZCP (II) SPD 440
Z12=0. SPD 450
XZJ=— ZI*X12 SPD 460
nD 60	 K-192 SPD 470 3
IF	 (K.EQ,1)
	
GO	 TO 40 SPD 480
N=1 SPD 440
GO TO 50 SPD 500
40 N=2 SPD 510
50 CONTINUE SPD 520
YC-(- 1K) ##N*YCP(II) SPD 530
YI=YN(Jel) —YC SPD 540
Y2 =YN(J+2) —YC SPD 550
XYK=X1 #Y12—Y1 # XI2 SPD 560.
YZI=—ZI*YI2 SPD 570
ALBI=XYK*•XYK+XZJ*XZJ+BB*YZI*YZI SPD 580
8181=SQRT(X1 #X1+P.8 #YI*Yi+BB*Z1*Z1) SPD 590
R261=SQRT(X2*X2+BB*Y2*Y2+BB*Z2 # Z2) 5PD 600






SU(J)=F1*CH(IZ) *SN(JJsISN)/FN SPD 650
e
60	 Y-B+SUM








.IF (IPHI.EQ.NJH) GO TO 140
TF (ISYM.NE.O.AND.IPHI.EQ.I) GO TO 140
IF (NNJ.EQ.1) GO TO 140
IF (II.GT.MJJ(N1)) GO TO 140
IF (IPHI.GT.NJH.AND.ZJET,LE.O.01) GO TO 140
IF (IPHI.GT .NJH) L1=NJH




IF ( NW (3) . NE. 0 ) h17=3
IF (N hIJ.LE.3.AND.NW(2).NE.0) IR=N2
IF (NNJ,LE,.3.AND.NW(2).EQ.0) IP=N1

















C A LL I'NTEG (RES.KNW9K19K2sIi ► BBvlR)
Cr] RN=O .
DO 110 KK =1,KNw
KL=KI+KK
AA=1,
00 100 L=1+KNW .
LL=K1+L
I F
























































8 = 8 — CORN#SUM+CORN*RES*B. SPD1160
K1 = K1+KNW SPD1170
K2 = K2+1 SPD1180
120 CONTINUE SPD1190




	 (IC.EQ.2)	 GO	 TO	 150 SPD1230
ALPHAI :e R/8. SPD1240
IC= IC ¢ 1 SP01250
9 q=R2 SPD1260
IF	 (ABS(B1 —B2).LE.0.001)	 CO	 TO	 160 SPD1270
00 TO 10 SPD1280
150 ALPHA2=B/6. SPD1290
GU TO 170 SPD1300
160 ALPHA2=ALPHAI SPD1310
170 4LPHA=ALPHA2—TEMP*VMU*VMU#ALPHAI SPD1320
P H IS=ALPHA2 SPD1330




	 THRUST	 (LTOTAL9LPANEL9GAMMAvCAM3LPAN19VMU9, XJ9YJ•ZJ9RJ9TTHR 10
1,, AL9ISYM9LPAN29CAMLET) THR	 20














CO M MON /AERO/	 AM19AM29B19B29CL(30)9CT(30)9CD130)9GAM(29100) THR	 110
Cn mMON /CONST/ NCS9NCW9MI(8)9NSJ9NCJ(5)9LASToMJW1(395)9MJW2(395)9JTHR
	 120
1PANEL9MJJ(5)9NW(3)9NNJ9NJP THR 130
COMMON /PARAM/ ALPT9ALPC,ALPS9CDF9SDF9TH,TDF THR 140
PT =3.14159265 THR	 150
CAMLER=CAM THR	 160




	 I=19NCS THR 200
FCOS=COS(SWEEP(I)) THR 210
FTAN =TAN(SWEEP(I)) THR 220
NK = I*NW(1) THR 230
IF	 (NW(2).EQ.0)
	
GO	 TO	 20 THR 240
IT=I+NCS THR 250
IF	 (NW(3).NE.0)	 GO	 TO	 10 THR 260
CR L=CH(I)+CH(II) THR 270




10 III=II+VCS THR 290
CHL=CH(I)+^CH(II)+CH(III) THR 300
GO TO 30 THR 310
20 CHL=CH(I) THR 320
30 CONTINUE THR 330






N %1-NW (1) THR 400
NL=NW (l) THR 410
HC-O. THR 420
A=O. THR 430
DO 90 NN=I,.LPANEL THR 440
^I=NM—AVM THR 450
FN =NL THR 460
IF	 (NN.GE.LPANI.AND.NN,,LT.LPANEL) 	 GO TO 40 THR 470
GO TO 50 THR 480
40 NL=NW(2) THR 490
IF	 (NN.GE®LPAN2.AND.NN.LT .LPANEL)	 NL=NW(3) THR 500
IF	 (NN.GT.LPANI.AND.NN.LE.LPAN2)	 ISN=2 THR 510
IF	 (NN.GT.LPANZ.AND.NN.LE.LPANEL)	 !SN=3 THR 520
50 CONTINUE THR 5G
Xl = XN(NNe1)TXLE(I) THR 540
X2 =XN(NNTR) —XLE(I) THR 550
X12=XN(NN.2) —XN(NN91) THR 560	 h
Y12 =YN(NN92)--YN(NN :1) TFIR 570
00 S0 K = 192 THR 580
IF	 (K.EQal)	 GO TO	 60 THR 590
N1=1 THR 600
GO 70 70 THR 610
60 S.1I=2 THR 620
70 CONTINUE THR 630
YC=YLE(I)*(-1.)*#N1 THR 640
YI=YN(NN91) — YC THR 650
Y2=YN(NN92)—YC THR 660
KYK=Xl*Y12—Y1*X12 THR 670
R1=SQRT(Xl*X1+BB*Y1 #Y1) THR 680
R2=SORT(X2 #X2+BB*Y2*Y2) THR 690
U1=(X12*X2+BB*YI2*Y2)/R2 — (XlZ*Xl+BB*YI 2*Y1)/RI THR 700
01=UI/XYK THR .710
i12=(1. —X1/R1)/Y1 THR 720
113=(1.
—
X2/R2) /Y2 THR 730
. RC=RC+( U1+(J2—U3)*SN(JYISN)*GAM(29NN)*CH(IZ)/FN THR 740
80 A=A+(U1+U2—U3)*SN(JtISNI*GAM(ICg NN)*CH(I .Z)/rid THR 754





N %'=NM+NL THR 790
9.0 CONTINUE THR 800
CAMLE=CAMLER—(CAMLER —CAMLET)*YLE(I)/HAL,FB THR 810
4= A/B.+XTT(I) —CAMLE THR.820
XR=XLE(I) THR 830
YB = YLE (I) THR 840
- PHRV=O. THR 850
IF	 (IUSB.EQ.1.AND.ITN.EQ * 0)	 GO TO	 100 THR 860
CALL INDVEL	 (XBsYBtXJoYJ,ZJvRJ?B19PHRV1 PHXoT+VMUaPHYfISYM) THR 870
1 D0 CONTTN(3E . THR 880
A =A+PHRV/(ALPO*VMU) THR 890
A = A*SRT THR 900
THRTI=A/(CN*SORT(FTAhl*FTAN+BB) ) THR 910
XTE(I)=(PI/2.)*SDRT(I. —AMI*AM1*FCOS*FCOS)*THRT1*THRTI/FCOS. THR 920
HC =BC/B.+XTT(I) —CAMLE THR 930
RC= RC*SRT THR 940
THR=BC/ (CN*SQPT (FTAN*FTAN + BB)) THR 950
X(5,I)=(PI/2.) *SQRT(1. —AMI*AMI*FCOS*FCOS)*THR*THR/FCO5 THR 960.
N h4=NW(1) THR 970.
















IF	 (NN.LE.LPANEL)	 Nip =NN+2 *JPANEL THR1120
FN=II THR1130
IF	 (NN,GT.LPANI,AND.NN.LE.LPAN2)	 ISN =2 THRI140
I F	 (NN.GT,LPAN2.AND.NN.LE.LPANEL) 	 ISN=3 THR1150
IF	 (NN.GE,LPANI.AND.NN.LT .LPANEL)	 GO TO	 110 THR1160
GO TO
	 120	 — THR1170
110 II=NW(2) THR1180
IF	 (N(J.CiF..LPAN2.A.ND.NN.LT.LP.ANEL) 	 kI=Ni(3) THR1190
120 CONTINUE THR1200
IF	 (NN.GE.LPANEL.AND.NN.LTtMJJ(IND)) 	 II=NCJ(IND) THR1210
J=NN—MM THR1220
CHORD=CH(IZ) THR1230
IF	 (NN.EQ.LI )	 GO TO 130 THR1240
GO TO 140 THR1250
130 ISN=ISN+i THR1260
L1 =MJJ(IND)+1 THRIR70




IF	 (NN.GT.LPANEL).FACTOR = 0.5 THR1300
'X1=XN(NN91)—XLE(I) . THRI310
X2 =XN(NN,2) —XLE(I) THR1320
X12=XN(NN,2)—XN(NNol) THR1330	 3
Y12=YN(NN92) —YN(NN91) THR1340	 -
Z12=ZN(NN92) —ZN(NN91) THR1350
XZJ=X1*tZl2°ZN(NN,1) #X12 THR1360	 1
no	 170 K=1,2 THR1370
IF	 (K9EQ.i)
	 GO	 TO	 150 THR1380
X11=1 THR1390
GO TO	 160 THR1400
150 X11=2 THR1410
160 CONTINUE THR1420
YC=YLE (I) * (-1.) * F *}N1 THR1430
Y1=YN(NN.1)—YC THR1440
Y2=YN(NN,2)—YC THR1450	 ^3
XYK=X1*r Y12—Y1*f X12 THR1460
YZI=Y1*rZi2 —ZN(NN91)*Y12 THR1470
4 LPRIM=XYK #XYK+XZJ #XZJ+BB*YZI #YZI THR1480
R?tY71=SQRT(X1 #XI+RB #Y1*Y1+BB*ZN(NNtl)*ZN(NN91)) THRI490
°XYZ2=SORT ( X2* x2+RB*}Y2*}Y2+8 8*s ZN ( NNt2 )*} ZN (NN92)) THR1S00
tlU=( X2*XI2+BB**;2*Y12+SB*ZN(NNt2)*Z_l2)/RXYZ2 — (X1 #X12+BB #Y1 #Yi2+BB*ZTHR1510	 j
1 y (NN91)*Z12)/RXYZ1 THR1520
G41=(1.—X1/PXYZ1)/(YI # Y1+ZN(NNfl)*ZN(NN91) } THR153O	 )
GN2=(1.—X2/RXY72)/(Y2*rY2+7N(NN92)*ZN(NN92)) THR1540
FI=UU*XY ►C/A,LPRIM*SK THR1550
F2= (GN1*Y1 — GNZ*}Y2) *}SK THR1560
170 A=A+(F1+F2)*FSN(J,ISN)*}CHOPD*GAMMA(NA)/(8.*tFN*'ACTOR) THR1570















SUBROUTINE NORSPO	 (I+ALPH9LPANEL9IPH19LPAN1tLPAN2) NOR	 10
C TO COMPUTE.THE	 INDUCED : NORMAL VELOCITIES DUE TO WING ALONE NOR	 20
C VORTICES NOR	 30










	 /AFRO/ AM1,AM2,B1932+CL(30),CT(30)iCD(30)sGAM(29100) NOR 100





.)M=NW (1 } NOR 160
ISN = 1 NOR 170
NL=NW(1) NOR 180
Al = 0. NOR 190
A2-0. NOR 200
X10 60 J =1,LPANEL NOR 210
JJ=J-MM NOR 220
FN=NL NOR 230









r,O TO 20 NOR 270





20 CONTINUE NOR 300
Xl = XN(J.i) —XCP(I) NOR 310
XR —XN(J,2) —XCP(I) NOR. 320
X.2-XN(J92) — XN(J,l) NOR 330
Y12 = YN(Js2) —YN(J,1) NOR 340
Z12=0. NOR 350
Z1=—ZCP(I) NOR 360
72=—ZCP (I) NOR 370
XZJ=X1 #7.12—Z1*X12 NOR 380
D0 50 K= 1,2 NOR 390
I F	(K.EQ.1)	 GO	 TO	 30 NOR 400.
N=1 NOR 410
GO TO 40 NOR 420
30 N=2 NOR 430
40 CONTINUE NOR 440
YC=(-1,)*#N*Y.CP(I)lOR 450
Y1=YN(J91) —YC NOR 460
Y2=YN(J92) —YC NOR 470
XYK=X1 # Y12 —Y1 #X12 NOR 480
YZ_I=YI* Z12 —Z1 # YI2 NOR 490
ALBI=XYK*XYK+XZJA-XZJ+Bl* YZI*YZI NOR 500
RlBl= SQRT(X1 #X1+81*Y1*YI+81*Zl*Zl) NQR 510
8281=SQPT(3(2*X2+B1*Y2 #Y2+BI #Z2*Z2) NOR 520







G1 =(1.-Xl/RIBl)/(Y1*Y1 + Z1 # Zl) NOR 550
G2= (I. —X?/R2B1)/(Y2*Y2+72 # Z_2) NOR 560
ALB2=XYK*XYK+XZJ*XZJ+82*YZI*Y`I NOR 570




G3= (I. —X1/R1B2)/(YI*Yl+Z1 #ZI) NOR 620
64= (1. —X2/R2B2)/(Y2 4Y2+Z2*Z2) 'NOR 630
F13 =UUSI*XZJ/ALB1 NOR 640
F12=UUB1*XYK/ALB1 NOR 650
G13=Z2*G2— Z1*Gl NOR 660
G12=—Y2 0-G2+Yl*G1 NOR 670.
FR3=UUB2*XZJ/ALB2 NOR 680
F22=UIJB2*XYK/ALB2 NOR 690
G23=Z2 # G4— Z1 #G3 NOR 700
G22=—Y2*G4+YI # 63" NOR 710
F1 =--F13*Y(491PHI)*(-1.)**N+Fl2 +*Y(39IPHI) NOR 720
F?=G13*Y (491PHI) * ( — I *) * *N+Gl2*Y (39IPHI) NOR 730
F3 =— F23*Y(49IPHI)*(-I.)**N+F22*Y(39IPHI) NOR 740
F 4=G23*Y(491PHI)*(-1.)*#N+G22*Y(39IPHI) NOR 750
4 1=Al+(F1+F2)*CH(IZ)*SN(JJ9I5N)*GAM(19J)/FN NOR 760
A2=A2+ (F3+F4) # CH (IZ) f*5N (JJ9ISN) s*GAM (29J) /FN NOR 770
IF	 (J.LT.NN)
	









PPOGRAM LOAD LOD 10
TO EVALUATE THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS LOD 20
DIMENSION
	
CA(30)9	 CPSWL(30)v	 AW(30) LOD 30
COMMON /GEOM/ HALFSW9XCP(200):YCP(200)vZCP(200)vXLE(50)9YLE(50)vXTLOD 40
lE(50)vPSI(20)vCH(95)vXV(200)*YV(100)95N(BvB)rXN(20092)vYN(20092)vZLOO 50
2N(20092)vWI()TH(B)vYCON(25)9SWEEP(50) oHALFR aSJ(21v.8)vEX(953 2)9TX(95LOD 60
39,?_)sSC(l60 y 5)9SI(16095)9LC(3) LOD 70
COMMON /AERO/ AM19AM2vBI9829CL(30)9CT(34)vCD(30)9GAM(29100) LOD 80
COMMON /CONST/ NCSvNCW9MI(8)9NSJ9NCJ(5)eLAST g MJW1(395)PMJW2(395)vJLOD 90
lPANEL9MJJ(5)9NW(3)vNNJvNJP LOD 100
COMMON /PARAM/ ALPT9ALPC9ALPSeCDFvSDFvTH•TDF LOD 110
COMMON /SCHFME/ C(2)9X(1094s)vY(10941)?SLOPE(15)9XL(2v15)vXTT(41)vLOD 120
IXLL(41) LOD 130
COMMON	 /ADD/	 CP(100)+CPR(30)sBREAK(B)ASW.P(8915)vGAL(30)9ISYM9VMUvVULOD 14.0
19TEMPvFCRsCAMLERvCAMLETvCAMTERvCAMTETvXJ#YJvZJsRJ9ALPvCREF9TWISTR LOD 150





14RI'TE	 (6.330) LOD 200
WRITE	 (69320)	 ALPH LOD 210





IUSB =YCON(24) LOD 240
KIC=IENTN LOD 250
DF j=CDF LOD 260















I F	 (NW (2) . NE. 0)	 I11 = 2 LOD 420
T_F	 (NW(3).NE.0)	 IU=3 LOD 430
NW2=NW(1)+NW(2) LOD 440
NW3=NW(2)+NW(3) LOD 450 F
NCWI=NCW+I LOD 460
N1_1 LOD 470
DO	 140	 I=I PNICS LOD 4BO
IF	 (NW(2).EQ.0)	 GO	 TO	 20 LOD 490
II=I+NCS LOD 500
IF	 (NW(3).NE.0)	 GO TO	 10 LOD 510
CHORD=CH (I) +CHJ (I I) LOD 520
GO TO 30 LOD 530
10 III=II+NCS LOD 540
CHORD=CHII)+Cif(II)+CH(III) LOD 550
GO TO 30 LOD 560
20 CIAORD=CH (i) LOD 570
30 CONTINUE LOD 580
CML=O., LOD 590
CL(I)=a• LOD 600
CD(I)=0. LOD 610 7
CA(I)=a. LOD 620
CMW=O. LOD 630















IF (NW(2).EQ.0) CO TO 50	 LOD 710
IF (J.LE.NW(I)) GO TO 50	 LOD 720
IF (J.GT$NW2) GO TO 40	 LOD 730




































X(29 J)=ZCT(XC)	 LOD 940
G9S=CP(LL) *SN(JLL9L)*CH(1L)/(2.*FN)	 LOD 950
W14S=GAM(19LL)*SN(JLL9L)*CH(IL)*ALPO/FN	 LOD 960
wAS=GAM(29LL) *SN(JLLrL)*CH(IL) #ALPO/FN	 LOD 470
IF (DF(NL).LE.0,001) GO TO 70 	 LOD 980
IF (P TIAL.LE.0.1) GO TO 80	 LOD 990
IF (NW(3)sFQ.o) GO TO 100 	 LOD1000
IF (LL.GE.MJW1(39NL)6AN D.LL.LE.MJW2(39NL)) GO TO 90 	 LOD1010




G0 TO .110.	 LOD1060
IF (NW(2).NEoOsAND.LL.LE.LPANI) GO TO 70	 LODI070









IF (LL•GE.MJWI(29NL).AND.LL.LE.MJW2(29NL)) GD TO 90 	 LOD1150
















CL (I ) =CL (1) +GBS*CS





X (49 1)  =X (4.1) +WAS*CS
C m WW=CMWW — WAS*XV (LL) *CS
X(69I)=X(6,1)+WAS*SS
CONTINUE


































































































IF	 (CLWW.LE.0.001)	 GO TO	 150 LOD1700
COWL2=CDWW/ (CLWW*CLWW ) LOD1710
GO TO 160 LOD1720




JJI= O LO DIT70
DO 240 I=1:HCS L001780
IF	 (NW(2).EQ.0)	 GO TO	 180 LOD1790	 r
II=I+NCS LOD1800
IF	 (NW(3).NE.0)	 00	 TO	 170 LOD1810.
CHORD=CH(I)+CH(II) LOD1920
GO TO	 190 LOD1830
170 ITI=II+NCS LOD1840
CHORD=Chi(i)+CH(II)±CH(III) LOD18S0
GO TO 190 LOD1860
180 CHORD=.CH (I ) LOD1870
190 CONTINUE LODI880




	 CO	 TO	 210 LOD1920
IF	 (J.LE.NW( 1) )	 GO	 TO	 210 LOD1930
I F 	(J.GT.NW2)	 60 TO 200 LOD1940
LL=LPANI+NW(2)*(1-1)+J —NW(l) LOD1950	 r
car?	 TO	 220 LOD1960
200 LL=LPAN2+NW(3)#(I—I)+J—NW2 LOD1970
Gil	 TO 220 LOD1980
210 LL=JJ L001990
220 CONTINUE LOD2000













YE=YLE (I 1 /HALc= P 1.002100
250 WRITE	 (6070)	 YEoCL (I)9CM(I)PCT(I)3CD(I)xX(4PI)9X(79I) PX(69I) LOD2110
WRITE	 (69380)	 CLT LOD2120
WRITE	 (6x390)	 CDT LOD2130
WRITE	 (69400)	 CDCL2 LOD2140
WRITE	 (6x410)	 CMT LOD2150
IF	 (IUSB.NE.l)	 G.0 TO 300 LOD2160
IF	 (DFJ.LE.0.001)	 60 TO	 300 LOD2170











CDR = CMU*(VMU-COS(DF'J+ALP)) LOD2220
CF=COS ('TDF) LOD2230
SF=SIN(TDF) LOD2240
IF	 (NNJ.EQ.1)	 CDR=-CMU*COS(DFJ+ALP) LOD2250
IJ=(NSJ+1)/2-1 LOD2260
IF	 (ISYM.EQ.0)	 IJ=NSJ/2-1 LOD2270
IF	 (NW(3).NE.0)	 00 TO 260 LOD2280
IF	 (NW(2).EQ.0)
	




SO TO 280 LOD2330
IZ =NCS # 2+(NJWI(39NJP)-LPAN2--1)/NW(3)+1 . LOD2340
KJ=MJWJ(31.NJP) L002350
nEN=NW (3) LOD2360
r0 TO 280 LOD2370

























IF	 (NNJ..EQ.1)	 WRITE	 (69450)	 COP LOD2530
TF	 (NNJ.NE.1)	 WRITE	 (69460)	 CMR LOD2540
I F	(NNJ.EO.i)
	




GO TO 310 LOD2570
W R ITE	 (69480)	 CLW LOD2580
WRITE	 (69490)	 CDC( LOD2590




WRITE	 (69520)	 CDWW LOD2630
WRITE	 (69530)	 CMWWT LOD2640












FORMAT (1H0922HTHE LIFT COEFFICIENT = vF10.5) LODET50
FORMAT (1H0932HTOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT =9F10.5) LOD2760
FORMAT (1H0928HTHE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER =9F10.5) LOD27TO
FORMAT (1HO935HTOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT =9FID.5) LOD2780
FOPMAT (IH0934HTHE COANDA LIFT COEFFICIENTv
	
CLR =,F10,5) LOD2790
FORMAT (1H0947HTHE LIFT COEFFICIENT DUE TO JET REACTIONS
	 CLJ =9F10LODRBOO
1.5) LOD2810
FORMAT (1HO934HTHE COANDA DRAG COEFFICIENT9	 CDR -9F10.5) L002820
FORMAT (1HO947HTHE DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO JET REACTIONS
	 CDJ =vF10LOD2830
1.5) LOD2840
FORMAT (1H0936HTHE COANDA MOMENT COEFFICIENTS
	
C.MR = vF1(i.5) L002850
FORMAT (1H0958HTHE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT DUE TO JET REACTIONLOD2860
1•	 CMJ = 9F10.5) LOD2870
FORMAT (1H092X949HTHE LIFT COEFFICIENT WITH JET ENTRAINMENT ALONE LOD2880
1 = 9F1O.5) LOD2890
FORMAT (1H092X957HTHE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT WITH JET ENTRAINMENLOD2900
IT ALONE -9F10.5) LOD2910
FORMAT (1H092X96OHTHE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT WITH JET ENTRAINLOD2920
ImENT ALONE =+F10.5) LOD2930
FORMAT (1H0940HTHE LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE = 9F10.5) LOD2940
FORMAT (1H0948HTHE INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE=vF1LOD2950
10„5) LOD2960
FORMAT (1H0951HTHE PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENt' FOR THE WING ALONE=LOD2970
19'10.5) LOD2980
FORMAT CIH0946HTHE INDUCED DRAG PARAMETER FOR THE WING ALONE=9FID.LOD2990
15) LOD3000
END LOD3010-
